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Vicente L. Rafael, White love and other events in Filipino history.
Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 2000, xiv + 288
pp. ISBN 0.8223.2505.5. Price: GBP 12.95.

GREG BANKOFF

In this coUection of his essays, Vicente Rafael delves into the Filipino psyche
to lay bare the subconscious motivations, repressed desires and hidden feel-
ings that lie behind the fagade of nationalist historiography. As such, it is a
very intimate experience that places the reader much in the role of psychiat-
rist listening to the confessions of a patiënt laid out on the couch. The ques-
tion is not so much about what has happened as it is about how the past con-
tributes to a better understanding of contemporary society - people and
state. Rafael refers to this distinction as the difference between approaching
Filipino history as an 'episodic narrative' rather than as a 'great epic', as 'clus-
ters of historical details and reflections that do not easily fit into a larger
whole' rather than as a national pasyon of 'suffering, death and resurrection'
(p. 4). He is particularly concerned about forestalling and interrupting 'the
establishment of a single, overarching narrative about the nation' (p. 4), espe-
cially in the wake of the triumphalist official nationalism that attended the
recently celebrated centennial of the Philippine Revolution of 1896-1898.
Instead, he argues that his episodic history explores the contradictions, recur-
ring motifs and recalcitrant obsessions that constitute the experiential and
remembered past, what he calls the 'eventhood of events'.

Not that there is an absence of themes running through this coUection of
eight revised and comprehensively referenced essays that were initially pub-
lished as journal articles during the 1990s. The nature and manifestation of
nationalism is one particularly recurrent debate, espedally as it was invoked
by colonial melodramas, usurped by class interests during the Revolution,
bestowed as patronage under the Marcoses, constrained by the absence of a
national language, and personalized in the execution of Flor Contemplacion.
The inherent brutality of colonialism is another. Here Rafael is talking not so
much in terms of the simply physical but of the representational and struc-
tural violence evident in the statistical enumeration of censuses, the racial
hierarchies of colonial order, the 'compulsory visibility' of photographs - 'like
the gun, the camera has been part of the technology of subjugation' (p. 77) -
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and a legacy of patronage politics. Gender constitutes yet a third topic. The
author is one of few writers able to discuss the genderization of Filipino soci-
ety from a non-feminist perspective. He depicts the bonds of American impe-
rialism as a form of 'good housekeeping' ('white love and brown affection'),
compares impassioned modern political rhetoric to the pornography of
bomba movie stars, and represents the national diaspora from the perspective
of female balikbayans and OCWs (Overseas Contract Workers). AU the while,
too, on another level there is a subtext of irony that runs as a potent discourse
thróughout the essays that he regards as the point of intercession between his
episodic musings and the epic nature of nationalist historiography.

Of course, Rafael is able to assume this stance precisely because there is just
such a national epic that, despite its often rather tortuous rhetoric of suff ering
and redemption, provides the necessary narrative about which he can weave
his discursive nets. In this sense, the episodic can only exist precisely because
the epic already does. And while I wholeheartedly concur with his implicit
denial of the need for nationalist historiographical ventures in these days of
translocal and transcultural societies, indeed the inherent futility of the way in
which enterprises such as the Philippines Centennial are generally conceived,
there is still a place for historical narratives, albeit not necessarily nationalist
ones. While Rafael draws upon his evident deep knowledge of both Filipino
societies and cultural theory to explode the whole norion of postcolonial cer-
tainties, in the end what he does is to reflect on history rather than write it. By
turning the historical narrative into a sort of mirror by which he explores how
images of the past and present both reflect and influence each other through
media such as portraits, photos, movies, pornography, cartoons, language,
rumour and gossip, he runs the risk of reducing the past to more of a literary
rather than an historical exercise where the diachronic becomes so subsumed
by the synchronic that it is often difficult to teil them apart.

All in all, however, White love and other events in Filipino history is a mas-
terful combination of erudition and imagination. It deserves careful consid-
eration by anyone interested in Filipino studies as well as having much com-
parative value for those with a wider geographical specialization.

Susanne Schröter, Die Austreibung des Bösen; Ein Beitrag zur Reli-
gion und Sozialstruktur der Sara Langa in Ostindonesien. Stuttgart:
Kohlhammer, 2000, 296 pp. [Religionsethnologische Studiën des
Frobenius-Instituts Frankfurt am Main, Band 2.] ISBN 3.17.
016441.4. Price: DEM 89.

R.H. BARNES
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This book is primarily devoted to the study of a single ritual of expiation
among a group of people in central Flores in eastern Indonesia who have
acquired the ethnonym Ngada and about whom a great deal of ethnography
has already been published by the missionary anthropologist and linguist
Paul Arndt, among others. Around this dominant theme, the author organ-
izes discussions of social structure, history, education, religion and other
points of general ethnography. Although there is much general discussion of
Ngada affairs, as the sub-title makes clear, the book specifically addresses the
people of the community of Langa.

The author spent 19 months among these people beginning in 1995, although
there was some contact in 1994. The principal occasion for the ceremony was
the death from cancer in 1989 of a young woman in the household with
which she stayed, that is to say before the author's first contact, although
there were other causes for concern as well. The ritual in question is called
kéo rado. Neither in the glossary nor in the first mention of the ritual by name
is there any explanation of this name nor any statement about whether or not
it is translatable.

The young woman's death was assimilated to the category of sudden,
unexpected or violent deaths, as opposed to ordinary deaths. The cause of
such unfortunate deaths may be sought in infractions which anger the an-
cestors. Both the distinction in types of death and the attribution of causes of
misfortune are themes common not only to Indonesian societies, but
throughout Asia, with parallels in Europe as well. Among other indications
of vulnerability within the descent group were the poor school performance
of a young man and the disappearance of a young man studying in the
regional capital, who was feared dead. The first steps to rectify the situation
through ritual means were prompted by an oracle which announced that the
second young man was indeed dead. A subsequent divination preparatory to
beginning the ritual declared him to be still living. This oracle also revealed
that something was not in order within the household, namely that its mem-
bers were not remembering their ancestors.

The bulk of the book consists in a very detailed and well illustrated ethno-
graphic report on the subsequent ceremony, including translations of texts
and descriptions of ceremonial paraphernalia. Much of the ritual enacts war-
fare aimed at driving away evil spirits. Following the description of the
ritual, the author discusses various forces for change and conservation. Two
appendices describe genealogical ties and kinship relationships.

There is a glossary, but the absence of an index makes the book unwieldy for
a reader trying to tracé specific information or interpretations. There are sev-
eral omissions or misspellings in the bibliography. The author could use
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some gentle help with kinship analysis and interpretation. Otherwise the
book is a substantial, if somewhat solid, addition to the ethnographic record
of central Flores.

Evelyn Blackwood, Webs of power; Women, kin, and community in
a Sumatran village. Lanham, Maryland: Rowman and Littlefield,
2000, xvi + 219 pp. ISBN 0.8476.9910.2 (hardback), 0.8476.9911.0
(paperback).

RENSKE BIEZEVELD

In her book Webs of power, Evelyn Blackwood analyses the social power of
women. By deconstructing the concept of power, she shows that women's
power in Minangkabau has not been understood correctly up to now because
insufficient attention has been paid to the informal power that women have.

Especially in the first chapters, Blackwood succeeds in drawing a vivid
picture of daily life in a Minangkabau village and also in making interesting
theoretical remarks. It is nice that she draws comparisons between
Minangkabau and studies from other parts of the Malay world, of which
Minangkabau is a part, instead of focusing, like many earlier studies, on
comparisons with Java. In Chapter 3, Blackwood illustrates the informal
power of women by managing to describe those parts of negotiations that
often remain hidden because they do not take place during official deliber-
ations. A problem which Blackwood does not deal with when using the con-
cept of informal power, however, is that outside instirutions often do not
recognize this power and consequently concentrate on men, which ultimat-
ely means a real loss of influence for women. Besides the power of women
vis-a-vis men, differences in power between women (senior and younger,
elite and cliënt) are also analysed in this chapter.

In Chapter 4 Blackwood draws some exaggerated conclusions, especially
about the central role that she attributes to the so-called 'hegemonie dis-
course' of state ideology, in which the role of women as housewives and
mothers is emphasized. In contemporary writings about women in Indonesia
the hegemonie state concept is generally accepted, and it probably contains
much truth. It leaves little space, however, for an agency perspective. The
middle-class ideal as propagated by the government is often appealing to
young women, and might well have arisen even without government sup-
port for it. As Blackwood herself also acknowledges, 'local subjects are not
just passive recipients of transnational discourse; each infiltrates the other'
(p. 107). Although Blackwood pays attention to the role of mass media and
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also to women's own choices, the conclusions that she draws are ultimately
too traditional.

Blackwood claims that she does not wish to create an 'oriëntalist' image of
Minangkabau society. One of the ways in which she tries to avoid this is by
using English rather than Minangkabau or Indonesian terms for the phe-
nomena which she observes. At the same time, however, she loses herself in
elaborate descriptions of ceremonies and rituals that do much more to create
an exotic image than would the use of Indonesian or Minangkabau words.
The fact that she hardly pays any attention to the many non-agricultural eco-
nomie activities in which people are involved reinforces the traditionalist pic-
ture. Given the questions which she asks in her research, it is difficult to jus-
tify this emphasis on agriculture.

In Chapters 5 and 6, Blackwood deals with the meaning of ceremonies for
renegotiating status and power. Her lengthy and often boring descriptions
do not really add anything to the points that she makes. Since so many
anthropologists have already described these ceremonies (for instance: Pak,
Prindiville, Krier, Klopfer), more effort should have been put into explaining
why these descriptions are important and providing new insights into the
ceremonies concerned.

Chapter 7 gives an interesting overview of rice cultivation in a plains vil-
lage and the changes which have taken place in social relations as a result of
the modernization of agriculture since the 1970s. A link with the foregoing
chapters is created by exaggerating some conclusions concerning the rela-
tionships between wealth and status according to adat, and between 'elites',
consisting of the descendants of original inhabitants, and newcomers, whom
she calls 'cliënt kin'. This is in fact one of the central themes of the study, and
the emphasis which Blackwood gives it adds further to the traditionalist
image that she creates. Another problem is that she presents her research
results as if they represent the whole of Minangkabau society, whereas from
the literature she should know that Taram, the village where she did field-
work, stands very much apart from its neighbours in the way in which its
inhabitants deal with status differences defined by adat. Blackwood, further-
more, has too little interest in economie differences between individuals that
moderate status differences between elites and clients. This weakness is
aggravated by the fact that she does not take into account non-farm activities
as indicators and sources of wealth, arguing that elite women are wealthier
simply because they have more access to land. Sharecroppers are too easily
equated with cliënt kin; in reality there are elite women who also work as
sharecroppers, and even cliënt kin who have their land sharecropped.
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Paul H. Kratoska (ed.), Food supplies and the Japanese occupation in
South-East Asia. Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1998, xvi + 244 pp.
ISBN 0.333.68472.9. Price: GBP 50.00 (hardback).

PETER BOOMGAARD

Self-sufficiency in food production has been the dream of many govern-
ments, colonial and non-colonial, in twentieth-century Southeast Asia.
During a short period, namely the years of the Japanese occupation (due to
the Pacific War), in some areas self-sufficiency was more or less within reach,
both because the Japanese actively stimulated it and because trade links had
been almost completely severed.

This is the main topic of a collection of essays edited by Paul Kratoska.
The book consists of nine articles, together with a brief introduction. There
are two contributions covering the area as a whole (Aiko Kurasawa) and
mainland Southeast Asia (Paul Kratoska) respectively. French Indochina
(Nguyên Thê Anh, Motoo Furuta) and Java (Shigeru Sato, Pierre van der
Eng) were deemed worthy of two essays each. The three remaining studies
deal with the Philippines (Ricardo Trota José), Malaya (Paul Kratoska) and
Sara wak (Robert Cramb).

This 'experiment' with self-sufficiency - carried out in areas that had been
importing or exporting rice for decades if not for centuries - often ended in
disaster. Before the Japanese attacks, which started in December 1941,
Southeast Asia had witnessed growing specialization for at least half a cen-
tury. During this period some areas - the deltas of the Irrawaddy, Chao
Phraya and Mekong rivers, for instance - had specialized in the production
and export of rice, while others, including Java, Luzon, Malaya and Sumatra,
had specialized in plantation production and therefore became routine net
importers of rice. Now, all of a sudden, this process was reversed as maritime
trade was rendered more and more difficult. Autarchy, moreover, was part of
the ideology of the Japanese, and in this they went rather far, setting a target
of food self-sufficiency not only for large areas like Java, but also for smaller
subdivisions such as West, Central and East Java individually. This tendency
was reinforced when railways broke down (or were damaged by the war)
and trucks were no longer operational.

Matters were complicated even further by the fact that the Japanese com-
bined quotas that were not realistic with prices that were either intrinsically
too low, or were paid in money printed by the Japanese themselves. Rice cul-
tivators often responded by ceasing to produce a surplus, or at least by pro-
ducing a smaller surplus than they were capable of producing and had pro-
duced in the past. Autarchy, furthermore, implied self-sufficiency not only in
food, but also in industrial products such as textiles and oil, and the book
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presents various examples of Japanese attempts to make cultivators grow
more cotton and oil-producing crops to the detriment of food crops. On top
of all this, the Japanese troops and bureaucrats themselves had to be fed as
well, adding to the demand for food, while at the same time large numbers
of potential rice cultivators were recruited or conscripted (as in the case of the
romusha of Java) for other activities. Meanwhile the living conditions of the
peasantry deteriorated rapidly as irrigation systems were no longer kept up,
livestock numbers feil, and efforts to fight diseases such as malaria were no
longer made.

During the final phase of the war, natural disasters compounded man-
made disasters when, owing to weather anomalies (particularly drought),
the rice harvest failed throughout Southeast Asia in the second half of 1944.
This caused famine in many places and was also conducive to unrest and
rebellion, contributing to anti-colonial tendencies in Java and Vietnam.

My main quarrel with this otherwise admirable study is that non-rice food
crops are hardly mentioned, and the implication is that food equals rice.
What about the many areas where maize, roots and tubers, or sago were as
important as or even more important than rice? Did they escape the unwel-
come attention of the Japanese because the latter, too, assumed that no rice
meant no food?

On page 178, Shigeru Sato opines, purely on the basis that per capita rice
availability was not sufficiently high, that on the eve of the Japanese attack a
'large part of the Qavanese] population was poorly nourished'. But this,
surely, implies that they had nothing else to eat, which was not the case.
Reliable data can be found on the per capita consumption of other foodstuffs,
such as maize, sweet potatoes, and cassava, in prewar Java. Shigeru Sato's
contribution, which seems somewhat apologetic regarding the actions of the
Japanese during the occupation (although he is not entirely uncritical), also
contains other passages where I think he may have misinterpreted his
sources. An example is his (unfootnoted) statement that on average, Javanese
rice cultivators sold 90% of their erop; my own guess would be more like
50%. Equally puzzling (and equally unfootnoted) is his claim that 'large
landholders controlled most of the erop' (p. 181). Most people would argue
that outside the plantation sector, where no rice was produced, in 1940 there
were virtually no large landholders in Java. Finally, and probably as a corol-
lary of his belief in large landholders, Shigeru Sato argues that 'agriculture in
Java depended to a large degree on wage labour' (p. 180). Although, once
again, no doubt true as regards the plantation sector, this was not the case
where rice-cultivating peasants were concerned.

On the whole, however, Food supplies and the Japanese occupation in South-
East Asia is a collection of solid studies on the effects of the sudden disap-
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pearance of trade on the regional demand for, and supply of, rice. It is food
for thought for those who regard self-sufficiency as a desirable situation.

Hal Hill, Indonesia's industrial transformation. Singapore: Institute
of Southeast Asian Studies, 1998, xix + 405 pp. ISBN 981.3055.
86.3 (paperback); 981.3055.70.7 (hardback). Price: SGD 55.20
(paperback); SGD 80.40 (hardback).

IAN CHALMERS

The remarkable transformation of Indonesia's industrial sector during the
period of sustained economie growth in the 30 years after 1966 provides us
with some instructive lessons. Hal Hill is widely regarded as one of the fore-
most authorities on the Indonesian economy, and has written widely on the
industrial sector specifically. Reflecting his extensive experience, this work
brings together articles published in an impressive array of international
journals over a period of 15 years.

The great value of this book is that it provides a general introduction both to
Indonesia's recent industrial development and to the debates that have taken
place on the role of state policy in this process. Far from being a collection of
disparate articles, this work is well-organized and has a logical structure. The
Introduction provides a useful summary of the debates in question, and the
following two chapters present overviews of Indonesia's industrialization
experience and the impact of the liberalization measures of the 1980s and 90s.
The next eight chapters, and the heart of the book, elaborate particular
themes: case studies of the aerospace industry and of the textile industry (the
latter the subject of Hill's original doctoral study); an assessment of efforts to
promote small-scale industry in the ASEAN states; the role of foreign invest-
ment in stimulating industrial growth in Indonesia; the economie factors
responsible for the emergence of large domestic conglomerates; and an
assessment of state technological development policy.

The final three chapters return to the policy issues summarized in the
Introduction, but place them in a broader theoretical perspective. Noting the
shortcomings of both neo-classical economie theories and the more recent
popularity of proposals for targeting particular industries, Hill uses empir-
ical evidence to make a convincing argument for state intervention with a
particular objective: it should aim to provide a macro-economie and social
environment that is conducive for industrial expansion (such as increased
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funding for education), but should avoid trying to piek industrial 'winners'.

The book has a number of strengths. Firstly, Hill's treatment of the subject has
continuing relevance. The timing of the publication was in a sense unfortun-
ate, for it appeared in the very midst of the 1997-1998 crisis when Indonesia's
continued economie transformation seemed very doubtful; the Preface was
presumably sent off to the publisher just as the value of the Rupiah had
begun to plummet. But the depth of the crisis and Indonesia's painful recov-
ery has actually made this analysis of the determinants of economie growth
more rather than less relevant.

A second strength of the book is its broad and inclusive approach to the
Indonesian political economy. Hill demonstrates a keen sensitivity to the
inter-relatedness of social phenomena in Indonesia, and seeks to incorporate
them in his multidimensional analysis. 'I still believe', he writes, 'that, if
country research is to have any lasting scholarly significance, a deep appre-
ciation of institutions, history, policy settings and the major commercial
actors is extremely important' (p. xv). Throughout the book he uses the rich
analysis of the industrial sector to make some thought-provoking observa-
tions on policy-making and economie processes more generally.

The third strength is its careful and considered use of data. It is still often
stated that Indonesia suffers from a paucity of accurate and reliable data. But
Hill demonstrates the great strides to improve the availability of data made
by the Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS) in recent decades. And he uses this
data judiciously to debunk widely held ideas, calling into question, for ex-
ample, the widely accepted view that small-scale industry suffered from
rapid industrial development. These chapters are important both for the
refreshing perspective they cast on particular debates, and as a reminder of
the need to base one's theoretical positions on firm empirical evidence.

Finally, the structure of the book makes it a useful research tooi. For the
researcher seeking to explore a particular aspect of Indonesia's industrial
experience, the broad commentary in the introductory chapters is enhanced
by the detailed analysis that follows. Good author and subject indices facilit-
ate investigation of particular themes. The author and publisher are to be
congrarulated on the production of a text that will prove invaluable for stu-
dents of the Indonesian economy.

One aspect does detract from the argument of the book as a whole. In the
Introduction there are repeated criticisms of Indonesia's policy-makers for
having caused the economy to deviate from 'normal economie conditions'.
By the end of the book we are aware of what is intended: Hill considers that
a focus on improving efficiency in production is most likely to bring the
widespread social benefits that Indonesia needs so badly. But the book as a
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whole would have been strengthened considerably had the Introduction
stated this explicitly, and had the author made clear the reasons for his philo-
sophical position.

Rory Ewins, Changing their minds; Tradition and politics in contem-
porary Fiji and Tonga. Christchurch, New Zealand: Macmillan
Brown Centre for Pacific Studies, University of Canterbury, 1998,
xxvi + 298 pp. ISBN 1.877175.15.3.

H.J.M. CLAESSEN

In this well-written book, Ewins presents an analysis of the feelings among a
number of elite persons in Fiji and Tonga with respect to the changes that are
taking place in their societies. He bases his analysis on 61 long interviews
with politicians, journalists and religious leaders, supplemented with data
from literature. His list of references includes about 300 publications, of
which three by Dutch scholars (bien étonnés de se trouver ensemble: Heester-
man, Otto and Van der Grijp). There is also one work in French (which the
author did not read himself). About ten percent of the works quoted have an
anthropological background; the others are mostly written by historians,
economists and political scientists. The central aim of the book is to find out
how people react to the ongoing changes in their traditional cultural sur-
roundings. The book has some strong aspects, and, inevitably, also some
weak points. I begin with the good news.

Changing their minds - a book written by a political scientist - starts with an
analysis of the concept of tradition. Ewins points out that many 'traditions'
are only relatively young, and that sometimes traditions are consciously
'invented' (p. 14). Well, who would argue with that? Whether his definition
of tradition as 'group knowledge' (p. 28) is satisfying, however, remains to be
seen; for me it is a bit empty. Then Ewins presents a short overview of evo-
lutionism in the social sdences, and concludes his theoretical introduction by
stating - as could be expected - that the introduction of changes is in the first
place a political problem (p. 36). This, I am af raid, is too narrow a view. The
introduction of changes in the sociocultural surroundings is a complex phe-
nomenon demanding not only political guidelines, but also - and probably
more critically - social acceptance, economie advantages, support from
elders or neighbours and so on. Political measures can be helpful, certainly -
but they are only part of the procedure.

The remainder of the book is filled with numerous quotations from the
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interviews, carefully interspersed with statements from literature, and some-
times also with Ewin's own observations during several visits to the islands
of Tongatapu and Vitilevu. He makes it clear that whether people like it or
not, changes occur and will continue to occur, thereby shaping new social,
political and economie conditions. The introduction of change he connects (in
separate chapters) with the influence of education, changes in landowner-
ship, the monetization of the society, changes in the family patterns (usually
connected with the role of money, land scarcity, or education) and the grow-
ing role of the media. He concludes - in postmodern fashion - that since
there is no longer an absolute Truth, people now have to make their own
choices among alternatives presented by the various forces that create
change. A second - and more tangible - conclusion is that the political sys-
tem in Fiji and Tonga is still based on the prominent role played by the tra-
ditional chiefs, and in the Tongan case also on the even more exalted position
of the king. As long as no way is found to cope with the dominant role of the
traditional leaders, who for the most part seem incapable of governing a
modern state, the political siruation in both archipelagoes will remain
ambiguous. Ewins suggests that it is now only a matter of time before most
of the traditional leaders withdraw from the political scène, but carefully
refrains from including the Tongan king in this prognosis.

The 'bad news' is more or less the mirror image of what was said above. The
one-sidedness of Ewing's list of references has already been noted. The
methodological basis of the book is also weak. Instead of living for some time
in Tonga and Fiji (as an anthropologist would have done), and collecting
first-hand data on the views of the various social groups, Ewin has chosen to
suffice with interviewing 61 prominent individuals. Even though the inter-
views were thorough, people of the upper classes cannot be expected to
express the feelings of the commoners too. There are some rather general
statements in the book about the views of the common people, but what they
really think about the disappearance of traditions remains hidden behind
politically 'correct' statements. The interviews in Fiji, moreover, hardly in-
cluded any conversations with Indians, whose opinions on recent political
changes would undoubtedly have differed from those of 'native' Fijian politi-
cians. Ewins includes in his introduction an interesting section on evolution
and evolutionism, but nowhere do the views expressed here play a role in the
remainder of the text. So why did he include them in the book? The exercise
in postmodernism (pp. 233-54), although interesting, is redundant. The con-
clusion that for Tongans and Fijians it is difficult nowadays to make a choice
from among the various alternatives, because there is no longer an absolute
Truth, could easily have been drawn without this exercise. But perhaps this
digression was considered necessary to make the book palatable for the mod-
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ern (I mean 'post' modern) reader. Ewins has written an interesting book on
an important topic, but it contains some serious shortcomings.

E.M.C, van Enk, Britse kooplieden en de cultures op Java; Harvey
Thomson (1790-1837) en zijn financiers. PhD thesis, Vrije Univer-
siteit, Amsterdam, 1999, vi + 291 pp.

WILLIAM GERVASE CLARENCE-SMITH

This story of a Scottish network in Yogyakarta and Pekalongan, based on pri-
vate papers and family traditions, turns out to be something of a missed
opportunity. The author piles up mainly irrelevant background information
until page 108, and the career of Harvey Thomson, her Aberdonian ancestor,
remains skimpy, possibly for lack of sufficient documentation. A large part of
the dissertation consists of a kind of 'settling of scores' against officials who
took policy initiatives hostile to European estates. This includes a great deal
of tilting at windmills and rushing through wide open doors, and reveals
curious gaps in the bibliography, where Elson, Van Niel and Vuldy do not fig-
ure. More seriously, Van Enk never questions the idea that European capital
and skills were the best way to develop Javanese agriculture, despite evid-
ence that local smallholders were much better farmers. Thomson's story
could have been a wonderful paradigm of everything that was uneconomic
and irrational about European estates, but the author remains obstinately
blind to this interpretation. At the same time, she does not really use'her
material to demonstrate the inanity of Van den Bosch's ideas that 'natives'
needed to be coerced.

Nevertheless, there are parts of this dissertation that are illuminating, and
there are fascinating details to be quarried out of text and notes. The
Aberdeen background is interesting, if rather 'literary' in nature, given the
curious absence of writings on the Scottish diaspora in the Indian Ocean.
Similarly, there are useful insights into the animosity between some of the
Scots who remained behind and the returning Dutch after 1816. The tensions
between Thomson and his original Scottish backers, Deans Scott & Co., indic-
ate that some Scottish merchants and financiers were rightly wary of risky
and illiquid speculations in agriculture, and stuck to profitable trades such as
importing opium. The tribulations of Thomson's indigo farming ventures
demonstrate the complexities of land tenure, the ability of Javanese farmers
to use the 'weapons of the weak', and the high costs of European expatriates
and their families. Although Van Enk never openly says so, it becomes
increasingly clear that two of Thomson's gravest problems were his inability
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to either communicate or empathize with Javanese farmers, and his ignor-
ance of local ecology. In this context, two points that remain strangely opaque
are whether Thomson learned to speak Javanese, and whether his lack of a
strong religious orientation affected his treatment of workers. After Thom-
son's departure and premature death, indigo factories in Pekalongan became
smaller and were located closer to supplies, while the growing and process-
ing of the erop became more clearly dissociated, developments that neatly
illustrate the weaknesses in Thomson's conception of the sector. Given these
insights and lacunae, it is a pity that the author did not give more space to
her central character, and was not more critical of his manifold shortcomings
as an entrepreneur.

Stephen C. Headley, From cosmogony to exorcism in a Javanese
genesis; The spilt seed. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000, xi +
250 pp. ISBN 0.19.823423.6. Price: GBP 45 (hardback).

MATTHEW ISAAC COHEN

Ruwatan is an exorcistic ritual drama that typically features the story Murwa
Kala (The Birth of Kala) when performed by Javanese puppeteers. The drama
is perhaps the most often performed of all wayang plays and among the most
demanding on patrons and performers, occasioned by misfortune under-
stood as the doing of the demon-godling Kala. The enactment of the birth
story of Kala as a puppet play, conjoined with numerous offerings, incanta-
tions and ritual gesrures, draws Kala near and expiates him and his demon-
ie hordes. The puppeteer acts as a sort of priest, with the sponsor and family
as supplicants. The performance purifies and frees the accursed from danger;
'through the prism of the new enactment of creation they bestow a new
beginning, a fresh start, for both Kala and the victim' (p. 154).

Ruwatan has been the subject of academie scholarship for more than a cen-
tury. W. H. Rassers famously saw the ritual drama as a surviving key to prim-
ordial social form, and interpreted it in the light of his conviction that Java's
omnipresent dualism originated in two moieties of archaic society. English
translations of East Javanese and Sundanese performance transcripts by
Victoria M. Clara van Groenendael and Kathy Foley were published in 1998
and 2001. The multifaceted nature of this total performance, its long history,
and significant regional variation all suggest that it will continue to fascinate
scholars for some time to come. In particular, the continuing spiritual and
political significance of ruwatan in contemporary Javanese society, something
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dealt with perfunctorily by Headley, provides ample material for further crit-
ical reflection.

Headley's focus is upon twentieth-century Central Javanese performance
practices and texts, with ample reference to Birth ofKala and analogous stories
in pre-modern literature. The structural anthropological arguments are com-
plex and resist easy summary. A primary interest is in the relation of the ritual
action to the structure of the Birth ofKala narrative and the ritual incantations
uttered by the puppeteer-priest. By reconstructing a corpus of mantras that he
believes 'was put together some 300 years ago' (p. 141) by the semi-legendary
court puppeteer Panjang Mas, Headley synthesizes a poetic cosmogony that
precisely complements the puppet play narrative. 'These prayers facilitate an
antinomical identification of the cosmos with the purification of the persons
by reciting the genesis myth' (p. 155). Secondary interests lie in how the ritual
drama is a 'window on the Javanese construct of person' (p. 156) and how col-
lective cosmogonies create societal cohesion. The man-eating Kala was born
from the spilt seed of Divine Guru (the Javanese version of Shiva) as an ill-
formed and incomplete being, 'a limbless creature, rolling like a drum over the
ocean' (p. 126) known as Faulty Seed. His natal condition links him to his vic-
tims, formulaically hexed by birth order, abnormal appearance, or the viola-
tion of taboos. The pathology of Kala and his cursed victims provides insight
into the dialectical-transformative structures of normality. Faulty Seed
achieves completion and becomes Divine Kala through the intervention of his
father Divine Guru, as his victims are purified through the agency of the pup-
peteer. It is through entering into relations, with fellow humans as well as
one's four supernatural birth siblings, that one becomes human.

The book is a dense account of a dense genre of ritual drama. It is not for
readers with casual interests in Javanese theatre, ritual, or myth. The transla-
tion of the text of a Birth ofKala play as performed in 1983 by the puppeteer
Gandasuyana (pp. 30-82) is less accessible than others avaüable. And we
simply do not have enough data about seventeenth-century Central Javanese
performance to assess the validity of Headley's historical argument. Perhaps
it was then that 'a single ablution over holy water was replaced by an assem-
blage of invocations of diverse origins' (p. 141), as Headley claims. Perhaps
there was an original corpus of mantras from which current usage sterns.
Perhaps. One thing which is clear is that not all ruwatan puppeteers claim
descent from Panjang Mas as Headley repeatedly claims. Wayang tales teach
us that genealogies are complex, and sources of authority always multiple.
This certainly holds true for these tales' interpreters. Beyond this, the scant
attention paid to Javanese exegetical and performative voices, the short shrift
given to the tragic stories and psychic pain that drive Javanese to sponsor
this costly ritual drama, and the little notice paid to essentially insoluble
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conundrums of fate and chance (in short, all that makes a performance event-
ful), deprive ruwatan of the humanistic values at its core. There are flashes of
inspiration to be encountered in the book, however, many arising from struc-
tural conjunctions of the ritual drama with facets of Javanese society and cul-
ture; the comparisons drawn between the myths and rituals of Java and other
areas of Austronesia are indeed intriguing. The patiënt and well-informed
reader will find much food for thought.

Niels Mulder, Inside Southeast Asia; Religion, everyday life, cultural
change. Chiang Mai: Silkworm Books, 2000, viii +231 pp. ISBN
974.7551.23.3. Price: THB 500.

BERNHARD DAHM

Among Southeast Asianists the Dutch anthropologist Niels Mulder is well
known for his interpretations of the role of cultural traditions in the daily life
of Southeast Asian peoples, in particular of those in Java, Thailand and the
Philippines. Since he started his research in the late 1960s he has published
quite a number of books on his findings, first restricted to developments in
Java, extended in the 1970s to Thailand, and in the 1980s also to the Tagalog-
speaking regions in the Philippines. It is quite understandable, therefore, that
Mulder, becoming more and more aware of similarities, started in the 1990s
to write a comparative analysis of the three countries with their outwardly so
different cultural traditions. The book under discussion is the second revised
and enlarged edition. It was originally published in Amsterdam by Pepin
Press (1996), to whose version this review refers; the Silkworm edition pro-
vides the same text, but has a different pagination. The book is divided into
three parts: Part I discusses 'major ideas' (in particular the adaptation of
Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and Christianity); Part II focuses on 'everyday
life' in Java, Thailand and Luzon; and Part III deals with the 'dynamics of cul-
ture' in a time of rapid economie changes in the three countries. The research
was carried out in Yogyakarta and Central Java, in Bangkok and Chiangmai,
and in Manila and Lucena. Among those interviewed were journalists, artists
and authors, teachers and professors, mystics, monks and clerics, civil ser-
vants, ideologues and social critics. This selection, according to Mulder,
would bring to light the ideas of the culture-producing class, of the opinion
leaders and opinion makers who transmit, propagate and explain ideas to the
rest of the population, especially to those who aspire to social mobility (p. 12).

Mulder can indeed present quite a number of similarities in the three set-
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tings, even if they have, due to the historical process, different religious tra-
ditions (discussed in Part I). Java has a strong legacy of Hinduism which was
able to persist after the arrival of Islam, creating a famous cultural synthesis,
the so-called kejawen, which (in Central Java at least) remained important up
to the time of independence and beyond. In Thailand we find a similar syn-
thesis between Hinduism and Theravada Buddhism. In the Philippines,
which lack a 'great tradition' of their own, the cultural outlook is determined
by a Philippinized Catholicism. The similarities, therefore, cannot be traced
back to common or related theological ideas or systems, but rather to the
'localization' of ideas coming from outside and their grafting to a stem of
native origin (p. 18). The lack of orthodoxy and the limited interest in dogma
proves that the prevailing orientation in the three societies is a quest for har-
mony and a predisposition for compromise, at least as long as the traditional
values are not threatened. The roots of this behaviour can be found in Part II,
dealing with the basic principles of everyday life which Mulder has already
extensively discussed in earlier books. He sees striking similarities in the
impprtance of families as the cradle of society: The model which the family
provides for social organization is essentially the same in the Thai, Javanese
and Filipino cases. lts cardinal elements are hierarchy, moral inequality, debts
of gratitude and obligation, and conscience located in concrete social rela-
tionships (p. 96). The debt of gratitude (emerging from the special relation-
ship with the mother) and the quest for status (learned from the father's
struggle in the 'external sphere') strengthen hierarchical structures every-
where in the three societies. These structues could easily be exploited, as dis-
cussed in Part III, by the emerging oligarchies in the post-war regimes in
Southeast Asia. The 'opening up' of the traditional societies did not lead to a
rapid process of democratization as envisaged by the pioneers of the inde-
pendence movements in the 1920s and 1930s. The new elite, a product of a
period of rapid urbanization and economie change, differed qualitatively
from its predecessors and gave no thought to social reconstruction. Instead
they were oriented toward professional advancement, and created obstacles
to the acceptance of new ideas like liberal democracy and human rights by
revitalizing hierarchical thinking and structures in a changing environment.
Thus, a dvil society based on equal rights and on equal chances did not come
into existence. What existed, at best, was a theatre-state, visible to all but
monopolized by the political centre (p. 215). The introduction of elections
and of semi-representative bodies to demonstrate a formal democratization
did allow the articulation of dissident opinions and of the interests of new
groups; but these were not able to enter the power structure itself. Demands
for more democratization and more respect for human rights therefore re-
mained weak and ineffecrual. Fundamental to democracy, Mulder explains,
are the ideas of moral equality, human rights, and the rule of law, which do
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not connect well with the Southeast Asian social imagination (p. 224).

Mulder's analysis does indeed help us to better understand the weaknesses
of the democratie movements in Southeast Asian countries. In a period of
rapid transitions, the traditional respect for authority could easily be mani-
pulated by oligarchs in their attempts to prevent a further devolution of
power. And they succeeded in securing their prerogatives almost up to the
end of the twentieth century. The fall of the Suharto government, which
occurred after Mulder's book was published, was brought about not so much
by growing demands for democray and participation in the political process
from inside Indonesia, as by external interferences in connection with the
economie crisis of 1997-1998. The deeper reason for the weakness of demo-
cratie forces and for the easy revitalization of hierarchical thinking is seen by
Mulder as lying in Southeast Asian religions. In the introductory chapter of
the book he already observes:

The focus of Southeast Asian religions is neither with morality nor with salvation
or liberation. Religious practice is concerned with individual potency, with pro-
tective blessing and with protection from danger and misfortune. In short, it is a
relationship with power [...]. [T]here is no place for dogmatism, systematic theol-
ogy or even momentous ideas and intense expectations about the afterlife [...]
(pp. 21, 23).

This view may be true for Mulder's informants from the educated urban
middle class - and for himself, since for the anthropologist from Amsterdam
'the crux of the matter is respect for the hierarchical order of society' (p. 21).
I doubt, however, whether the millions of Javanese Muslims, Thai Buddhists
or Filipino Christians see their religion in the same functionalist way, and I
doubt that these religions do not focus on the quest for liberation, on concern
with morality and on expectations about the afterlife. Some of the protective
attributes of religious practice mentioned by Mulder still play a role, no
doubt. But that is certainly not all. What about the religious revival of recent
years? Did it originate with the protagonists of the established systems, or
with those who suffered from these? There are some references to a 'modern
religious enthusiasm' in the book. But the renewed religious activities are
seen as an integral part of an emerging broader political counter-culture
rather than as an expression of serious religious concern (p. 211). The reli-
gious reform movements in the respective countries are mentioned in pass-
ing, but they do not receive the attention they deserve in an argument in
which religion plays such a decisive role. Mulder concedes that the 'old view
of morality seems to re-establish itself in face of perceived disorder' (p. 246).
Is this a recognition that religion has more meaning for the people of South-
east Asia than he maintains in the passage quoted above? In that case he
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would be closer to the truth. The same kind of religious revival that we are
witnessing now also took place in earlier periods of rapid economie or polit-
ical changes, as Southeast Asian peoples attempted to defend their own iden-
tities against the threat of alienation. The last impressive historical example
of their confidence and trust in their religious traditions was noticed
throughout the region in the late nineteenth century, as a reaction against the
destructive aspects of colonialism. Then as now, religion had more to offer
Southeast Asians than just momentary relief or the functional stabilization of
power and social structures.

Paisarn Piemmettawat (ed.), King Chulalongkorn's journey to
India. Bangkok: River Books, 2000, 84 pp. ISBN 974.8225.127.

OLGA DESHPANDE

In September 2000 the River Books company in Bangkok published some
new materials concerning the Siamese king Chulalongkorn's stay in India in
January and February 1872. This bilingual English-Thai edition includes
unique documents never before published: a report by Major Sladen, who
was appointed by the British government to accompany the Siamese king on
his trip through India; a similar report presented by the Siamese side; and
several letters later written to Major Sladen by some of those who participat-
ed in the trip. All these documents survived among Sladen's personal papers
in the Oriental and India Office Collections of the British Library (Ms. Eur.
290). Numerous travel photographs are also included.

The publishing company concerned belongs to Princess Narisa Chakra-
bongse, the king's great-granddaughter and a granddaughter of Prince Cha-
krabon, who studied in Petersburg's Page College in 1898-1906. The princess
is interested in her great-grandfather's life, and it was her initiative to pub-
lish these documents.

Major Edward B. Sladen (1827-90), a participant in the second Burmese
war of 1852-54 who later occupied high positions in the British colonial
machinery in Burma, was by 1872 very experienced at cooperating with local
elites and officials; this no doubt favoured his appointment to such an im-
portant mission.

The 42-year reign of Chulalongkorn (1868-1910) was an epoch-making
one in Siamese history, marking radical turning-points in the country's eco-
nomie and cultural development. Beginning in the mid-1870s, successive
programmes of reform in administration, education, public health and eco-
nomic management enabled Siam to make the great leap forward that under-
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pinned and secured its further development throughout the whole twentieth
century. But in 1872 all this was still in the future, and the 19 year-old king
was thinking, observing, remembering, comparing.

Chulalongkorn was the first of all Siamese kings to acquire a European-style
education and outlook. From his father, King Mongkut, he had already inher-
ited both a great interest in Western culture and a sense of the necessity of
reform as the only way to promote the peaceful development of his country.
He naturally paid special attention to Britain, the most developed contem-
porary power and the one whose colonies surrounded Siam on almost all
sides. His first two foreign journeys, accordingly, included the important
British possessions in South and Southeast Asia: Singapore (together with
Dutch Batavia) in the spring of 1871, then Penang island (off Malaya), Burma
and India in the winter of 1871-1872.

This second journey lasted three months, from 16 December to 16 March
1872, of which one and a half months (11 January-26 February) were spent in
India. Major Sladen joined the king's party in Molmein, South Burma on 4
January, whereafter he was constantly in the presence of Chulalongkorn.
Being an official document, Sladen's report unfortunately contains no direct
quotation of the king's words, all events being retold by the major.

The royal fleet consisted of three vessels, the Bangkok, the Regent and the
Siam Supporter. The large royal party included the king's six brothers, four
ministers, the king's private secretary, 18 officers of various departments of
state, scribes, a bodyguard, pages, and attendants - about 50 persons in all.

In Rangoon the travellers were joined by J. Knox, an English consul in
Siam. This caused an unforeseen ambiguous situation: the simultaneous
presence of two British representatives together with the king. Both diplo-
mats, however, seem to have acquitted themselves well, and the fact that not
the slightest note of dissatisfaction or annoyance slipped into Sladen's report
suggests that coordination between them was good.

Having left Rangoon on 7 January, the travellers reached Calcutta on 12
January. Their itinerary included many places in northern India: Calcutta,
Lucknow, Delhi, Agra, Bombay, Benares. Sladen's report covers all events
day by day - official appointments, receptions, dinners, visits, sightseeing,
factories, fireworks, entertainments, and so on. The British government had
done its best to organize the most impressive possible programme. Sladen's
marmer of telling is somewhat reserved, but nevertheless expresses both
friendly goodwill toward the youthful king as a human being, and admir-
ation for Chulalongkorn's lively, unfeigned interest in everything new which
he was seeing and experiencing. Nor does the report suffer from monotony
or bureaucratie dryness; it is readable and vivid, and at one point, in a
description of the travellers' visit to shops and a market in Bombay, even
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coloured with mild humour. The king's reaction to the news of the assassi-
nation of the Viceroy Lord Mayo, by a convict in Calcutta on 5 February 1872,
deeply impressed Sladen; Chulalongkorn displayed sincere grief at the death
of a person whom he thought to be a great and friendly ruler, and whose
guest he happened to be while in Calcutta.

Sladen's report makes more interesting reading than the official Siamese
account of the journey, in which the same events are recorded in a uniform
and monotonous manner.

The photographs in this book are fascinating; they include portraits of the
king and members of his entourage, and views of monuments and places
which they visited. Many of these photographs are published here for the
first time.

On some pages of Sladen's report, the youthful king emerges as an attractive
character already beginning to display the qualities which would help him
play a great role in the history of his country. The journey itself was also
important in that context, for it was partly the experience derived from his
travels around the British colonies which enabled Chulalongkorn to begin
modernizing the Siamese departments of state soon after his return. King
Chulalongkorn 's journey to India contains materials which shed useful light
both on the character and life of the king and on Siamese-British relations of
the period.

Edmund Terence Gomez, Chinese business in Malaysia; Accumu-
lation, ascendance, accommodation. Richmond, Surrey: Curzon
Press, 1999, xxi + 234 pp. ISBN 0.7007.1093.0. Price: GBP 40
(hardback).

CHRISTINE DOBBIN

This book is a welcome addition to the burgeoning literature on overseas
Chinese business activities and augurs well for Curzon Press's new Chinese
Worlds Series, of which it forms a part. Chinese enterprise has contributed
much to the economie growth of Malaysia, but research on the subject has
been neglected. Gomez concentrates on the Chinese business elite, in parti-
cular eight businessmen, and leaves aside the small - and medium - scale
enterprises. He confronts major misconceptions about these elite business-
men, in particular that they practise 'networking' among themselves. Gomez
argues that common ethnic identity and culture does not lead to the creation
of intra-ethnic business networks. Rather, Chinese business success can be
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attributed to access to state patronage and Malay patrons; attempts at culti-
vating long-term business links among the Chinese business elite have not
been successful. Cooperation along dialect and clan Unes, a feature of the
early twentieth century, has diminished considerably and Chinese have been
cautious of venturing into ethnic collaborative efforts in the face of the
growth of Bumiputera capital. Nor have these entrepreneurs ventured much
into developing business ties with other Southeast Asian Chinese business-
men.

Gomez poses the question: how has Chinese capital managed to grow in
Malaysia? This is perhaps the least satisfactory aspect of a book which claims
to be multidisciplinary. Gomez writes frequently of Chinese entrepreneurial
qualities, of variations in entrepreneurial style and even of 'entrepreneurial
dynamism' (p. 187). But the strictly economist's approach he takes to his
research deprives us of the knowledge of the inner motivation and emotions
of these businessmen, of the roots of their business confidence and of their
entrepreneurial psychology. This is particularly important in the case of the
not inconsiderable number of businessmen who exhibit a 'rags to riches'
story. It is not clear - other then in the case of the businessman who is dead
- why Gomez did not interview his subjects and gain insight into their inner
life. This lack of an anthropological approach places the book in stark con-
trast to classics of this genre such as Milton Singer's work on Tamil business-
men in India, When a Great Tradition modernizes; An anthropological approach to
Indian civïlization (London, Pall Mali Press, 1972). Gomez's eight case studies
would have been immeasurably enriched by interviews, and he himself uses
the concept 'business acumen' (p. 188) without indicating whence this arises.

Nevertheless, Gomez's book shows considerable originality in challeng-
ing stereotypes about Chinese diaspora business activities. His case studies
reveal the complexities and diversities of 'political business' interactions, and
he tries to outline the differences in the nature of the political ties cultivated
by Chinese businessmen. Although this book does not contribute profoundly
to arguments about the 'spirit' of overseas Chinese capitalism, it does a good
job of showing us the structure and the nuts and bolts.

René Witte, De Indische radio-omroep; Overheidsbeleid en ontwikke-
ling, 1923-1942. Hilversum: Verloren, 1998, 202 pp. ISBN
90.6550.590.3. Price: NLG 39.

DORIS JEDAMSKI
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More than once the radio has played a crucial role in world history. Revo-
lutions have started at the signal of a specific tune on the radio, and Amer-
ican jazz music would first come to most European households on waves in
the ether. Even now, competing with the latest achievements of technology,
the radio is still one of the most influential means of communication in pres-
ent-day Indonesia. As a subject of scholarly research, however, the medium
of the radio has as yet not played a major role. Witte's study on the politics
and development of Dutch East Indies radio broadcasting, therefore, cer-
tainly breaks some new ground.

The Netherlands East Indies radio broadcasting service manifested itself
in the Philips Omroep Holland Indië (PHOHI) and the Nederlandsch-
Indische Radio Omroep Maatschappij (NIROM). PHOHI was maintained by
Philips and operated from the Netherlands between 1927 and 1940. NIROM,
on the other hand, was based in the colony itself, where it was active from
1934 until the Japanese occupation in 1942. The two organizations were close-
ly interconnected, both financially and ideologically, and they both exclus-
ively targeted the Dutch population in the colony with the aim of keeping up
the links with the Netherlands. But while PHOHI was encapsulated within
the democratie system of the Dutch media policy (verzuiling), NIROM held
the radio monopoly in the colony.

As the core of his research interest the author formulates the question:
what policy eventually led to the foundation of the Netherlands East Indies
radio broadcasting service? In order to find an answer, Witte first scrutinizes
the background of the PHOHI in the Netherlands. Then he turns to the
NIROM in the Netherlands East Indies, before finally looking at the overlap
in interests and policies between the two organizations. An introductory
chapter provides interesting, but sometimes overly detailed, background
information on the Dutch print media in the Netherlands East Indies. Almost
40 pages long, this section stands awkwardly disconnected from the follow-
ing chapters and from the declared research topic.

While the author has inspected an impressive range of Dutch archives and
collections, he apparently has not made use of the rich materials held by the
KITLV library in Leiden. Neither has he included any indigenous sources in
his study. Readers who hope to learn about the role that the Netherlands East
Indies radio broadcast played for the indigenous population will be disap-
pointed. In fact the reader can hardly escape the impression that Netherlands
East Indies radio broadcasts, in particular those by the NIROM, were not
only exclusively targeted at the Dutch in the colony, but also exclusively
received by that group. Nothing is said about the broad discourse on the
radio medium that involved indigenous intellectuals from both Dutch-edu-
cated and Islamic elites during the 1930s and 1940s. Modern forms of indig-
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enous music (most of all keroncong music) also developed under the influence
of radio broadcasting, and the indigenous literature included radio in its
catalogue of literary themes. (In 1940 the Medan writer Damhoeri even pub-
lished a novel entitled Zender Nirom.) Only once in the study (pp. 124-5) does
Witte vaguely acknowledge that the indigenous population had access to the
new medium and embraced it enthusiastically. That a study like this should
be subject to some limitations, on the other hand, is inevitable; very likely for
want of the necessary competence in Malay, Witte has chosen to focus on the
Dutch agents and to reflect primarily on the administrative and political
aspects of radio in the Netherlands East Indies.

Witte's book, accepted as a PhD thesis at the Faculty of Social Sciences of the
Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam in 1998 and printed with financial support
from Philips and from Dr. Hendrik Muller's Vaderlandsch Fonds, is an
extended version of an unpublished study which he conducted in 1969. The
stiff structure of the book, its colourless, sometimes heavy-going style, and its
dry language might be put down to its strictly academie character. The text,
interspersed with innumerable dates, statistics, and budget data, certainly
represents a diligent compilation of facts and figures, but is no easy or pleas-
ant reading. The numerous illustrations, on the other hand, are a source of
information in their own right, and even have a certain amount of entertain-
ment value. The selection of photo materials, radio programme flyers, adver-
tisements, caricatures and cover pages of journals presented here is a real
highlight of the book.

Philip Kitley, Television, nation, and culture in Indonesia. Athens,
Ohio: Ohio University Center for International Studies, 2000,
xviii + 411 pp. [Research in International Studies, Southeast Asia
Series 104.] ISBN 0.89680.212.4. Price: USD 30 (paperback).

EDWIN JURRIËNS

The first sentence in Chapter 1 of Kitley's book reads: 'This book is the first
extended study of television in Indonesia and is intended as a contribution
to understanding culture and politics in Indonesia from an Australian point
of view' (p. 1). Although it is not clear what is precisely 'Australian' about
Kitley's viewpoint, bis book can without exaggeration be called a pioneer
study of Indonesian television, and it provides a profound insight into the
interaction between culture and politics. The book is rich in detail and based
on a variety of sources, including scholarly literature, legislative documents,
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newspapers, popular magazines, video recordings and personal interviews.
Entertaining cartoons and transparent tables are smoothly integrated into the
main text, while one of the appendices contains a list of significant dates in
Indonesia's television history. The book constitutes an encyclopedia of the
first four decades of Indonesian television (1962-1997), but also includes sub-
jective and thought-provoking analyses of television drama and news pro-
grams. In short, it is obligatory reading matter for students and scholars
interested in Indonesian politics and popular culture in general, and tele-
vision and the electronic media in particular.

Kitley's book consists of two parts. The first part describes the period of the
early development of Indonesian television in the 1960s, and the strengthen-
ing of the monopoly of state broadcaster TVRI (Television of the Republic of
Indonesia) through the 1970s and 1980s. The second part is about the estab-
lishment of Indonesian commercial television, which, together with the im-
pact of video cassettes and international satellite television, has complicated
government control over the national television scène. Kitley's main argu-
ment is that Indonesia's television history is characterized by a continuous
tension 'between an audience-centered, internationally informed television
culture, congenial to both international and domestic culture, and a more cul-
turally didactic television culture that puts questions of internal politics and
the construction of a distinctive Indonesian national identity and culture as
its main priority' (p. 15).

Kitley shows that during the first thirteen years of its existence (1962-
1975), TVRI was relatively 'audience-centered' and 'internationally inform-
ed'. In these years broadcasts covered ceremonial nation-building content, as
well as foreign drama and current af f airs programs. TVRI, which was fund-
ed both by license fees and by advertising revenue, also afforded its regional
stations considerable freedom of finance and production. The state broad-
caster only made a dramatic move towards the creation of a national Indo-
nesian identity after the launch of the domestic satellite Palapa in 1976.
According to Kitley, Palapa enabled TVRI to transmit broadcasts simultane-
ously to viewers in almost every corner of the archipelago, and to create an
imagined community much more inclusive than could possibly be achieved
by means of print capitalism. This effort to enhance internal integrity was
reinforced by the ban on television commercials in 1981, which was meant to
ward off the harmful effects of external, 'Western' consumer culture, and to
underline TVRI's impartiality as a public service broadcaster. By means of
elaborate case-studies of a children's program, a soap opera and news broad-
casts, Kitley convincingly argues that TVRI confirmed its role as state broad-
caster by constructing the audience as a coherent family on three mutually
mirroring levels: the domestic family, the neighbourhood and the nation.
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During the mid-1980s, video cassettes and international satellite television
began to constitute considerable threats to the integrity of the national disr
cursive space of TVRI and the New Order. As the government realized that
these new flows of electronic communication could never be controlled com-
pletely, they agreed to the establishment of Indonesian commercial televi-
sion, which was supposed to renew the audience's appetite for national tele-
vision products. Kitley explains that this measure did not mean a real
liberalization of Indonesian television, as the new commercial stations were
owned by members and business friends of the Soeharto family. Neverthe-
less, the commercialization of the Indonesian television scène did initiate
public debates about television's role in advertising, education and informa-
tion. In the late 1980s and early 1990s these debates resulted in a call for the
putting into operation of Indonesia's first broadcasting law. The government,
according to Kitley, was reluctant to finalize this law, since a non-regulated
media scène would offer it much greater possibilities for pragmatic control.
The law was eventually ratified by parliament in December 1996, but has
been criticized ever since for its inefficiency and relatively undemocratic
character.

Kitley observes (p. 329) that toward the end of the New Order a new con-
cept of the viewer or citizen as 'consumer and participant in public debate
and, occasionally, public action' seemed to emerge in the Indonesian televi-
sion world alongside the older concepts of 'developmental citizens' (TVRI
viewers) and 'citizens as sovereign consumers' (viewers of the commercial
stations). This is a noteworthy observation, as the concept of the new Indo-
nesian viewer/citizen has been fully exploited since the f all of Soeharto and
the beginning of Reformasi. In fact, a 'new' type of audience-centered and
internationally informed television may be emerging which, ironically, has
many similarities with television during the late days of the Soekarno regime
and the early years of the New Order.

Kitley's book is a stimulus to further research on the political and cultural
role of the electronic media in Indonesia. Because of the book's strong focus
on television's contribution to the creation of a national Indonesian identity,
Kitley does not elaborate on some other relevant topics in the field of Indo-
nesian media studies. Among the topics in need of further study are the
organizational structures, policies and programmes of TVRI's regional sta-
tions, whose role as public service broadcasters may become increasingly
important in the near future. Although Kitley pays attention to the implied
audiences of Indonesian television stations, there is also still a need for
research on the viewing practices and viewing contexts of real-life audiences.
Kitley's clearly demarcated research topic also precludes an aesthetic (rather
than socio-political) evaluation of the examined programmes. A broader
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comparative framework, finally, still has to be constructed in order to illu-
minate the differences and similarities between television in Indonesia and
television in other countries, and to provide insight into the specific contri-
bution of Indonesian television studies to the existing canon of media theor-
ies. But regardless of the results of future research, Kitley's Television, nation,
and culture in Indonesia will remain a milestone in the history of Indonesian
media studies.

Scott Merrillees, Batavia in nineteenth century photographs. Rich-
mond, Surrey: Curzon, 2000, 282 pp. ISBN 0.700.1436.7. Price:
GBP 45.

GERRIT KNAAP

In the Netherlands there has been a recent upsurge in the interest in nine-
teenth-century photography from the Netherlands Indies. There are three
reasons for this. First, general public interest in the work of photographers
has been increasing in the last ten years or so. Art historians have 'discovered'
photography, resulting in regular initiatives to produce exhibitions and in
growing attention for the work of experimental photographers on the part of
art critics in the cultural pages of the newspapers. Second, within the aca-
demie humanities and social science disciplines there is a growing tendency
to see photographs (or pictures in general) as a genuine source, alongside tra-
ditional textural sources, for the reconstruction of history. Third, the death in
1999 of Rob Nieuwenhuys, a pioneer in the study of colonial photography in
the Netherlands, sparked off renewed interest in his work. Nieuwenhuys'
books have always been associated with 'nostalgia' in the Indies migrant
community in the Netherlands, of which he himself was an outspoken mem-
ber. The influence of Nieuwenhuys is still so great that those Dutch people
who study colonial photographs out of academie curiosity often have to
defend themselves against the charge that all this is just 'nostalgia'.

The writer of Batavia in nineteenth century photographs, Scott Merrillees,
should not be 'accused' of nostalgie feelings. He is not a Dutchman but an
Australian, and as far as we know the Netherlands Indies is not part of his
'cultural legacy'. Merrillees studied economics and commerce, and has a job
in the international accounting and banking business. This book is the result
of sheer fascination, first as a collector and later as a researcher and writer. In
his foreword, Merrillees calls the photographs his personal 'time machine' or
'window' into the Jakarta/Batavia of the second part of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Once a picture from this remote age was in his window, he wanted to
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know the story behind the buildings, streets and people portrayed there. We
might imagine that the writer spent many a free hour in the afternoon or on
a quiet Sunday morning in the older parts of the city, finding out where a par-
ticular photograph was taken. Consequently, writing this book must have
been great fun. The result is likewise very satisfactory.

Most of the photographs in the book are from the writer's own collection,
supplemented by material from collections belonging to public institutions in
the Netherlands (including the KITLV). The selection of photographs shown
is limited to three 'sources': the famous studio of Woodbury and Page (pro-
viding the bulk of the images), the less well-known studio of J.A. Meessen,
and work attributed to the colonial Topographische Dienst (Topographic
Service). Here and there in the book, even the specialist will come across
images which he or she has never seen before; the early salt prints by Wood-
bury and Page on page 155, and the picture of the interior of their studio on
page 261, for instance, were previously unknown to this reviewer. Aside from
the highly informative appendices, all the material is arranged into four geo-
graphic sections, dealing respectively with the old Kota area in the north, the
Molenvliet district, the Weltevreden area around the Koningsplein in the
south, and finally the new dockworks of Tandjong Priok. Each part is intro-
duced with a map, in which the places where the selected photographs were
taken are clearly marked.

In his foreword Merrillees warns the reader that the book inevitably pre-
sents a European perspective of nineteenth-century Batavia. The photo-
graphers were European, and so were their customers. This situation could
have been redressed, to some extent at least, if the focus had not been so
exclusively on pictures of topographic features such as buildings, streets and
squares. Both Woodbury and Page and the Meessen studio are known to
have produced 'ethnographic types' or portraits of Indonesians, quite a num-
ber of which certainly originated from Batavia. If the selection had been
changed to include these, the book would have highlighted the dichotomy
between a European upper class and an Indonesian lower class. When read-
ing the book, it should perhaps also be remembered that Batavia was an
atypical city in the archipelago - as different from other cities in the Nether-
lands Indies, in fact, as nowadays Jakarta is different from other cities else-
where in Indonesia. This was true not only of its buildings and infrastrucrure,
but also of its class structure: outside Batavia one could still find the
Indonesian aristocratie elite whose grandeur was portrayed by another early
photographer, Kassian Cephas.

Such remarks aimed at putting things in perspective should not distract us,
however, from the general feeling of appreciation that this book evokes and
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deserves to evoke. After all, a writer is free to define his topic. The layout of
the book is of high quality, as is the meticulous description of the many loca-
tions portrayed in it. Scott Merrillees has given us an excellent book and a
fine repository for the history of Indonesia's capital in the period between
about 100 and 150 years ago.
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David Bulbeck and Ian Caldwell , Land of Iron; The historical

archaeology of Luwu and the Cenrana valley; Results of the Origin of
Complex Society in South Sulawesi Project (OXIS). Huil and
Canberra: Centre for South-East Asian Studies, University of
Huil / School of Archaeology and Anthropology, Australian Na-
tional University, 2000, vi + 141 pp. ISBN 0.903122.11.1. Price:
GBP 10 (paperback).

C.C. MACKNIGHT

This modest monograph is essential reading for all those with an interest in
the history of the Indonesian archipelago in the first half of the second mil-
lennium AD, that is in the several centuries before significant European
sources.

It is important, firstly, because of the historical insights which are effect-
ively new and supported here by an impressive wealth of fresh evidence. The
area of Luwu at the head of the Gulf of Bone has long been reputed as a
source of iron; a comprehensive picture of this industry is now laid out here
in some detail. In the early second millennium, and perhaps earlier, iron was
being smelted on the northern shore of Lake Matano and traded southwards
to coastal sites on the Gulf of Bone and probably northwards as well to the
east coast. From about AD 1500, however, the main smelting area was at the
western end of the lake where the industry was clearly very substantial.
Further west, there seems to have been another system of production and
trading down to the coast along the Rongkong River. The site of Pinanto on
a ridge overlooking the western coastal plain and occupied from before AD
1000 to the early eighteenth century shows evidence of iron working, with
samples different from the Lake Matano iron.
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The most spectacular results come from the Malangke area, now slightly
inland from the coast and some 35 km northeast of Palopo. From about AD
1350 until the early seventeenth century, there was a major population living
here and controlling the export of iron. At a local level, this was a centre of
political power, externally, there were trading links to Majapahit and else-
where across the archipelago. No fewer than 39 discrete burial grounds were
recorded in the vicinity yielding population estimates of 9,500 in the fifteenth
century and 14,500 in the sixteenth century.

Some more restricted work in the Cenrana valley is also reported. This
confirms substantial settlement from the thirteenth century onwards at sev-
eral sites of legendary importance. The economie basis of power in this cent-
ral area was largely agricultural. Various lines of argument suggest a move-
ment of Bugis speakers northward from the Cenrana valley to take
advantage of the trade in iron. Luwu, centred first on Malangke and later at
Palopo, thus appears as the creation of dominant Bugis aristocrats, an ex-
planation which also fits the ethnographic complexity of the area today.

Leaving aside the details of South Sulawesi history, the monograph is also
important for its display of methodological sophistication. Bulbeck's proce-
dure for determining the periods of a site's settlement by statistical analysis
of ceramic sherd collections is extensively confirmed by radiocarbon dating.
Unfortunately, the interested reader will need to look elsewhere for a full
exposition of the method, but the potential for its use in other contexts is
apparent. This is a major advance in ceramic studies.

In addition to the archaeological data and more conventional historical
sources, three other kinds of material are drawn into the discussion: indig-
enous Bugis historical and genealogical writings; texts of the La Galigo epic
cycle; and contemporary ethnographic information. Thus, for example, place
names in the Bugis texts and still known today guided the selection of
archaeological sites. The remarkable sophistication of the resulting account
reflects the particular opportunities in South Sulawesi.

The publication of the monograph follows, with commendable prompt-
ness, the conclusion of the fieldwork part of the OXIS project referred to in
the title. The collaboration of such a large and diverse team of Indonesian,
British and Australian researchers is not the least notable aspect of the work.
The project continues to be highly productive with much other publication
appearing from various authors. In the future, more comprehensive accounts
of particular aspects of the work may be expected. For the moment, however,
Land of iron provides a benchmark account of the overall understanding now
achieved and allows the non-specialist some contact with the rich evidence
for this new view of South Sulawesi's past.
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Toh Goda (ed.), Political culture and ethnicity; An anthropological
study in Southeast Asia. Quezon City: New Day, 1999, xvüi + 182
pp. ISBN 971.10.1034.8.

NIELS MULDER

According to the editor's Introduction, the main concern of this coUection of
seven articles is to bring the relationships between present-day nation-states
and ethnic political cultures into focus. To this end, the author of the first
chapter considers the influences of modernization and economie develop-
ment policy on the matrilineal adat and its complex consequences for claims
to customary rice paddy lands in Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia. The second
chapter examines the same influences on Bontok (Philippines) customary
law and its central peace-pact institution. The third chapter takes us to
Taiwan, and relates how the political ideas and institutions of the coastal Ami
have adapted themselves to changing economie circumstances and to the
policies of successive island-wide governments. In the following description
of political leaders and rank society in a Sasak village, it becomes clear how
the past, and a patrilineally organized Islam, continue to influence the super-
imposed, nationally uniform system of Indonesian administration.

So far, so good. These first four, highly descriptive ethnographic chapters
are indeed concerned with 'ethnic' - that is, local - political cultures, and how
these react to the impositions of encompassing nation-states. The three chap-
ters that follow, however, are not strongly related to the editor's purpose,
although they do deal with change. The author of 'Waray fishermen vis-a-vis
fishing' mainly describes Philippine fishing technology, while the penultim-
ate chapter focuses on the dynamics of interethnic relations and identity con-
sciousness among three Philippine groups. The final chapter takes us far
from anything local, and discusses the formation of ethnic and national iden-
tities in Taiwan.

With one exception, these chapters have been authored by Japanese field
researchers, and it is always a meritorious endeavour when their findings
and ideas are made available to the wider scholarly community. This, how-
ever, puts a heavy responsibility on the shoulders of editors and publishers,
which in the case of Political culture and ethnicity has not been taken up well.
I suspect that the individual authors have put their own writings into English
words, with the result that the reader's goodwill is heavily taxed by often
barely comprehensible constructions that may make perfect sense in Japan-
ese, but make very little sense to the reader of English. How, for example,
should we interpret the following: 'Even though they are nationally institu-
tionalized now, the characteristic ideas and forms of ethnic groups remain in
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the standardized receptacle of the nation and the politics of the villages are
performed on their balance' (69-70)? Even the Filipino contribution on Waray
fishermen is full of sloppy language.

According to the colophon, New Day Publishers employed a copy editor
in producing this book. If it is true that the person concerned has touched the
text at all, we can only conclude that he/she does not know English. By put-
ting this text on the market as it now stands, the publisher has done a serious
disservice to our Japanese colleagues.

Norman G. Owen, The Bikol blend; Bikolanos and their history,
Quezon City: New Day, 1999, x + 291 pp. ISBN 971.10.0551.4.

NIELS MULDER

The eleven essays collected in this volume are by-products of the author's
research on the economie history of the Bikol region in the Philippines. Apart
from a short historical survey, they deal with the power struggle between
local leaders and the colonial state and church at a time (1741-1810) when
these institutions had not yet succeeded in fully imposing themselves on
local society. Next come two pioneering efforts in historical demography,
dealing with the famine and epidemie of 1845-1846. The central essay on
abaca (Manila hemp) growing - very much Owen's specialty - is a story of
'prosperity without progress', of a successful export industry that fails to
bring about lasting development. This story is brought to its conclusion in
the tenth chapter, which describes how Bikol agriculture adjusted itself to the
conditions of the Great Depression of the 1920s and 1930s. In between these
chapters, we also find an interesting exploration of Bikol social structure
through the last century of Spanish rule, and a lively account of later
Bikolano resistance against new American overlords.

The merit of local history is that it offers altematives to and corroborations of
the national master narrative. In order to do this, Owen delved into Spanish
and, most importantly, the Philippine National Archives where very much
research remains to be done. This he illustrates by pointing to formidable and
intriguing lacunae in existing knowledge of Bikol's political and social his-
tory. What he does not draw attention to is the need to develop the region's
cultural history as well, and it is precisely in this area that we find contradict-
ory statements throughout the essays. On page 95, for example, Owen speaks
of 'a largely intact traditional culture' at the end of the Spanish period, while
on page 161 we learn that the Americans 'were lucky that indigenous culture
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had so long been suppressed that Filipinos could accept a new colonial cul-
ture as their own'. On pages 4-5 it is asserted both that Bikolanos were thor-
oughly Catholicized and 'far removed from their pagan superstitions' from
an early date, and that 'a basically prehispanic social structure persisted with
only minor rhodifications into the twentieth century'. This confusion is
enhanced by vague statements about Bikolano mentality - perseverant, con-
tented, friendly - that are brought in to support historical facts.

It is this distance from everyday life, from the living Bikolanos promised
in the subtitle, that pervades the essays, with the exception of the chapter
dealing with the Americans in the abaca trade. Then we suddenly get to see
people - but people who, alas, are not Bikolano. There is no attempt at tying
in with relevant anthropological studies, of which quite a few exist. What
remains, then, is the atmosphere of the archives, from which the author has
excavated a vast mass of data that provides us with most useful glimpses
into local history and with valuable correctives to the national perspective.

Donald Tuzin, Social complexity in the making; A case study among
the Arapesh of New Guinea. London: Routledge, 2001, xii + 159 pp.
ISBN 0.415.22899.9. Price: GBP 13.99 (paperback).

ANTON PLOEG

The fieldwork collaboration between the Ilahita Arapesh and Don Tuzin has
been most fruitful, resulting thus far in four books and a series of papers. The
book under review, the latest of the four, seems designed for undergraduates,
given that there is a glossary explaining terms such as 'exogamy' and 'moi-
ety', and a footnote explaining the term 'household' (p. 138). In addition, it is
a most welcome introduction to the Ilahita way of life for professional
anthropologists. The text is clear and the argument well constructed.

The village of Ilahita is located in the foothills north of the Sepik plain. At the
beginning of Tuzin's field work, in 1969, it had about 1,500 inhabitants. That
meant it was exceptionally large for New Guinea. lts size was what attracted
Tuzin to do research there. He describes his central research question as: 'how
did Ilahita get unusually big and how did it stay big?' (p. xi). It is fortunate
that he took up this project, because it has resulted in a major contribution to
New Guinea ethnography.

Tuzin argues convincingly that Ilahita's size is due primarily to its secret
men's cult, the Tambaran. This word stands for the cult in all its aspects: the
spirits venerated, the initiation grades, the artefacts used, and so on. It is part
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of the vocabulary of Papua New Guinea's lingua franca, and Ilahitans start-
ed using it in the colonial era when the cult came to stand for the centrepiece
of their culture, for Tradition. Tuzin therefore capitalizes both terms. Despite
its centrality to the Ilahita way of life, Ilahitans adopted the cult only recently,
around 1870, when they feit threatened by encroaching Abelam. They adopt-
ed it from the Abelam, their enemies, I suppose in order to learn the tricks of
Abelam military success. The Tambaran turned Ilahita into a 'veritable
powerhouse of cultural creativity, social engineering and military effective-
ness' (p. 58). Since then the village has rapidly increased in size, taking in
refugees including both other Arapesh and people belonging to different
ethnic groups. It has withstood Abelam aggression. When Tuzin started his
field research, Ilahitans still venerated the Tambaran. The imposition of the
Pax Australiana, however, had made the cult redundant, and in 1984 the
Ilahitans formally abandoned it in its entirety.

Tuzin approvingly quotes William James' statement that warfare is 'the gory
nurse that trained societies to cohesiveness' (p. 65); in the case of Ilahita, it
did so with the Tambaran as intermediary. The resulting cohesiveness came
at a cost. The cult introduced misogyny, and the ranked initiations of young
men entailed 'sadistic hazing' (p. 60). It instilled a rigid regime of behavioural
rules. Trespassers risked the death penalty, and people ascribed many deaths
by seemingly natural causes to the Tambaran.

Cult observance pervaded the life of the Ilahitans. It entailed major col-
lective undertakings such as temple building and initation rites. Food pro-
duction was geared towards the demands of the Tambaran ritual. The con-
duct of war was guided by the Tambaran. Ilahitans had organized
themselves in an intricate arrangement of cross-cutting moieties, eight in all.
In this book Tuzin discusses only three moiety divisions: one dividing the vil-
lage into opposing wards, another sub-dividing the wards into opposing
halves but uniting corresponding halves of the wards, and a third subdivid-
ing clans but uniting corresponding parts of clans. Many cult observances
consisted of exchanges between moieties. The author perceives a tendency to
further bipartition along moiety Unes, depending on overall population size.
There is a great deal of child adoption so as to keep the corresponding halves
in balance.

According to Tuzin, the Ilahitans reached the outer limit of social cohesive-
ness in a society based on mechanical solidarity. But was it indeed pure
mechanical solidarity? With the tenets and the workings of the Tambaran,
Ilahitans seem to have introduced elements of organic solidarity via the
emergence of ritual specialists and master artists (p. 90).

Tuzin's analysis is cast in explicitly evolutionary terms. He attempts to
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place Ilahita in the sequence: bands - segmentary societies - chiefdoms -
states, and characterizes it as a chiefdom without chiefs (p. 8). But evolution-
ary models seem to be devised to account for socio-cultural changes over a
far longer time span than the 150 years or so covered by Tuzin. His evolu-
tionary perspective may be the reason why he does not attempt to compare
the changes occurring in Ilahita with those in other New Guinea societies.
Accordingly he does not refer to Barth's analysis, in Cosmologies in the making,
of socio-cultural diversification and a persistently small scale of social organ-
ization among the Mountain Ok notwithstanding the occurrence of a re-
gional cult centred on a regional temple. While he defines dual organization
as 'the exchange of like for like between pairs of formally opposed social cat-
egories' (p. 10), he does not refer to the emergence of Big Man-led polities and
a corresponding shift to exchanges of unlike entities, as first hypothesised by
Godelier. Nor does the proliferation of cross-cutting moiety sub-divisions
lead him to examine Marilyn Strathern's notion of the dividual person. Pre-
cisely because she devised that idea among people who were members of Big
Men polities, its applicability in another socio-cultural setting is not to be
taken for granted. Hopefully, Tuzin will take these topics up in forthcoming
publications.

Maarten Kuitenbrouwer, Tussen oriëntalisme en wetenschap; Het
Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde in historisch
verband 1851-2001. Leiden: KITLV Uitgeverij, 2001, ix+362 pp.
ISBN 90.6718.174.9. Prijs: NLG 50.

HENK SCHULTE NORDHOLT

Het schrijven van gedenkboeken is een ondankbare taak. De een wil een uit-
gebreid historisch overzicht van de jarige instelling, die omlijst wordt door
een veelheid aan illustratieve anecdotes en waarin eigenlijk geen naam mag
ontbreken, de ander wenst juist een afstandelijke thematische analyse van
een beperkt aantal ontwikkelingen. Kuitenbrouwer heeft een moedige
poging gedaan om in een kort tijdsbestek een institutionele en intellectuele
geschiedenis van het KITLV tussen 1851 en 2001 te schetsen waarbij hij het
midden houdt tussen beschrijving en analyse. Het is echter jammer dat het
boek in het Nederlands is geschreven, hetgeen voor een instituut met zoveel
internationale ambities tamelijk anachronistisch aandoet.

Kuitenbrouwer heeft gekozen voor een gecontextualiseerde benadering
waarin de rol en betekenis van het KITLV in verband worden gebracht met
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ontwikkelingen op politiek en wetenschappelijk vlak in Nederland. In de
Inleiding wordt daartoe een analytische matrix uitgezet die bestaat uit de
contrasterende paren oriëntalisme-occidentalisme en universalisme-rela-
tivisme. Hiertussen speelde zich de geschiedenis van het KITLV af die in de
vijf volgende hoofdstukken wordt gepresenteerd. De hoofdstukken twee tot
en met vier bespreken de eerste honderd jaar, terwijl de hoofdstukken vijf en
zes de postkoloniale periode behandelen.

Het KITLV moest in de ogen van een van de oprichters, J.C. Baud, een
conservatieve denktank worden, maar deze opzet mislukte omdat tegen het
einde van de negentiende eeuw de voorvechters van een meer liberale koers
de overhand kregen. Gevestigd in Den Haag nestelde het instituut zich even-
wel behaaglijk in de buurt van de macht zonder in verhitte politieke debat-
ten verzeild te raken.

Omdat er nu eenmaal weinig opwindends te schrijven valt over de
gestage groei van een solide bibliotheek te 's-Gravenhage, of over een uit-
geverij van doorgaans saaie werken en het oudste doch minst gelezen weten-
schappelijke tijdschrift over de Indonesische archipel, richt de auteur zich
vooral op vooraanstaande leden zoals Snouck Hurgronje en hun rol in de
koloniale expansie en de daarmee verbonden ethische politiek. Hierdoor ver-
schuift de geschiedenis van het KITLV al snel naar een relaas over Leidse
geleerden.

De consolidatie van de koloniale staat vanaf 1910 correspondeert met een
toenemend ledental en een verandering in de aard van de publicaties van het
KITLV. Domineerden in de beginfase van koloniale exploratie de antropolo-
gische verkenningen en taaistudies, na 1910 komt de toegepaste bestuurs-
kunde, of adatrechtstudie, in zwang terwijl geleidelijk aan historische studies
over Nederlands-Indië in aantal toenemen. Na de dekolonisatie zal deze
trend zich doorzetten en zijn de meeste uitgaven van het KITLV historisch
van aard.

De onafhankelijkheid van Indonesië betekende geenszins een dekoloni-
satie van het KITLV. Met uitzondering van enkelingen zoals Teeuw miste het
KITLV de aansluiting bij ontwikkelingen in de nieuwe natie-staat. Ondanks
het feit dat leden als Wertheim en Uhlenbeck nieuwe wetenschappelijke
wegen insloegen, en er ook aandacht werd besteed aan Suriname en de
Caraïben, bleef het instituut tot in de jaren zeventig een tamelijk gesloten bol-
werk van academisch conservatisme. Pas toen de wetenschappelijke samen-
werking met Indonesië op gang kwam ontstond er een sterkere interna-
tionale oriëntatie.

Net als in de periode na 1910 nam in deze jaren het ledental toe en, net als
in de laatkoloniale periode, werd er in de schaduw van het autoritaire regiem
in de Indonesische archipel veel onderzoek gedaan, zij het dat er een taboe
rustte op politiek gevoelige onderwerpen. Kuitenbrouwer geeft weliswaar
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aan dat hierover de nodige discussies zijn gevoerd, maar laat de oprichting
van het dissidente INDOC, dat zich vooral richtte op mensenrechten en
arbeidsverhoudingen, vreemd genoeg geheel buiten beschouwing.

Het hoofdstuk over de laatste 25 jaar, dat de postkoloniale wetenschaps-
beoefening tot onderwerp heeft, maakt een tamelijk rommelige indruk en is
vermoedelijk onder hoge tijdsdruk geschreven. Allerlei zaken worden snel
genoemd zonder dat het postkoloniale karakter van de wetenschapsbeoefe-
ning in Nederland en in Indonesië samenhangend wordt belicht. Wanneer de
vertegenwoordiging van het instituut in Indonesië ter sprake komt, wordt
Jacob Vredenbregt (pp. 233-38) terecht als een opportunistische intrigant te
kijk gezet, maar wordt de cruciale rol van Jaap Erkelens, die verantwoor-
delijk is voor de aanvoer van materiaal uit Indonesië, slechts zijdelings ver-
meld (pp. 246, 248). Hier wreekt zich de tamelijk Eurocentrische benadering
van het boek.

Als institutionele geschiedenis van het KITLV is dit een geslaagd boek, maar
het vormt slechts een bescheiden aanzet tot een intellectuele geschiedenis
van de indonesianistiek in Nederland. Dit komt vooral door de beperkte
wijze waarop de begrippen 'postkoloniaal' en 'oriëntalisme' zijn gehanteerd.
'Postkoloniaal' lijkt Kuitenbrouwer louter als tijdsaanduiding te hanteren
waardoor het koloniale karakter van postkoloniale verhoudingen niet aan
bod komt. Ten onrechte worden oriëntalisme en wetenschap tegenover el-
kaar gesteld, omdat het juist over de verwevenheid van deze twee zou
moeten gaan. Tevens hanteert Kuitenbrouwer een erg beperkte definitie van
oriëntalisme waarin slechts het onderscheid tussen West (superieur) en Oost
(inferieur) wordt benadrukt. Aan de hand hiervan kan hij diverse personen
wel etiketteren, maar komen allerlei machtsverhoudingen op het vlak van de
productie van kennis niet goed uit de verf. Oriëntalisme gaat immers ook
over het eenzijdig vaststellen van de academische agendas en over het feit
dat de ander het recht wordt ontzegd om zinvolle uitspraken over zichzelf te
doen. Wanneer hij bovendien oriëntalisme tegenover universalisme plaatst,
lijkt Kuitenbrouwer er onvoldoende van doordrongen te zijn dat universa-
lisme vaak niet meer is dan een een verhulde vorm van Eurocentrisme. Wel-
licht inspireert dit gedenkboek tot een nadere studie waarin de intellectuele
dekolonisatie van de indonesianistiek in Nederland ter hand wordt
genomen.
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Peter Carey and Mason C. Hoadley, The archive of Yogyakarta,
Volume II, Documents relating to economie and agrarian affairs. New
York: Oxford University Press, 2000,566 pp. ISBN 0.19.726185.X.
Price: GBP 60 (hardback).

SRI MARGANA

Ever since the first volume of The archive of Yogyakarta appeared in 1980,
readers of Javanese history (such as the present reviewer) have looked for-
ward with interest to the publication, as announced in the preface, of a sec-
ond volume comprising 'all the materials relating to economie, military and
agrarian affairs'. My curiosity lasted much longer than I or öther Javanese
readers expected, because it is only now, twenty years later, that the prom-
ised second volume has finally appeared.

The archive of Yogyakarta is important and almost unique among Asian
document collections, and of course it is particularly significant to scholarly
research into the history of Java. It forms a single corpus of records produced
by the Sultan of Yogyakarta's govemment between 1786 and 1812, dealing
with the allocation of the realm's scarce resources of men and materials.
There are royal appointments, registers of physical resources, retrenchment
orders, lists of military contingents, and court correspondence; but these are
vastly overshadowed by a set of local accountancy records, ranging from
yearly balance sheets, through receipts of tolls, taxation lists and debt letters,
to allowances for the royal family and imposts for ceremonial feasts. Com-
plementing Volume I (1980), which presented selected documents of political
importance, Volume II considers the archive as a whole and what it reveals
about the government and economy of Yogyakarta. Transliterations of the
Javanese originals are accompanied by English synopses and notes.

The book is divided into four sections. The first section revolves around the
activities of the highest governmental functionaries. Ideally, these should
have included the deliberations of the Sultan of Yogyakarta and his council-
lors. Written documentation on this subject, howeyer, is absent in the archive;
the closest approximation is provided by documents relating to royal deci-
sions in the form of appointments and orders. These are complemented by
internal regulations and codified behavioural norms prevailing within the
realm, in the form of legal custom and tradition, statute law, and also con-
tracts and treaties with foreign powers, including the Susuhunan of Sura-
karta, the Dutch East Indies Company, and, after August 1811, the British.

The second section, with the greatest number of documents - almost one
third of the total - contains registers which provide support for the docu-
ments in Section 1. Of special note here are surveys and adjustments con-
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cerning the distribution and location of the realm's economie resources, land
areas and labour resources temporarily alienated to officials in lieu of salary,
and lists of troops, weapons and accoutrements.

The third section comprises the realm's correspondence, ordered as far as
possible chronologically. It is further divided into Incoming Correspondence
(letters and reports sent on the Sultan's behalf to European and Javanese
potentates), semi-official correspondence among Javanese, and Communica-
tions between Javanese and Europeans. As the bulk of the material published
in Volume I of The Archive of Yogyakarta falls into this same category, it has
been summarized rather than reproduced in full here.

Section 4, the final category, consists of a collection of unique Javanese
accountancy records. They are concerned with cash flow: that is, either with
deductions made directly from income before receipt of the entire sum regis-
tered at the kraton for use there, or for subsequent disbursements. The fact
that these documents deal with cash differentiates them from the registers
listing the realm's potential productive resources. In addition to the balance
sheets for the entire realm, the credit side of the ledger includes income
derived from various types of taxation, gifts to the Sultan, and cash derived
from loans and interest; the debit side, meanwhile, includes royal allowances
and cash outlays to the royal family, subordinates, and officials.

In Volume I, Peter Carey did not restrict himself to producing an annotated
source edition, but also provided a multitude of historical and other relevant
data regarding the sources. Each document was accompanied by its original
folio and volume numbers and by data on the type of paper of the original,
the presence of seals and watermarks, and the character of the writing. Each
document was introduced with an English synopsis to enable even the
reader without any knowledge of Javanese to acquaint him- or herself with
its contents. Together with the footnotes, these synopses give a good insight
into all kinds of Central Javanese conditions and affairs, including the rela-
tionships between rulers, court life and the Javanese village instirutions -
matters on which contemporary Dutch sources shed pitifully little light. In
this second volume, unfortunately, such information is very much lacking.
The reader without any knowledge of Javanese language and history, accord-
ingly, is strongly recommended to consult it in conjunction with Volume I.
Some annotation provided in the first volume, such as the dating system and
colophon, is also relevant to the second.

To produce the present publication, Carey worked together with Mason
Hoadley from Lund University, a specialist on the economie and agrarian
history of Java. Hoadley's important contribution can be read in Appendix 1
of the volume, which provides useful information concerning the structure
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and function of the Javanese kraton administration from which the archive
originated.

With this important volume, Carey and Hoadley have made a major con-
tribution to the study of Indonesian history. The principalities of Java at the
turn of the eighteenth to the nineteenth century are now open to serious his-
torical discussion and study on the basis of indigenous documents produced
by their own administrations.

Wilfried Van Damme (ed.), Bijdragen over kunst en cultuur in
Oceanië/Studies in Oceanic Art and Culture. Gent: Academia Press,
2000,122 pp. ISBN 90.382.0222.9. Price: BEF 450.

ERIC VENBRUX

This volume offers a sampling of current research into Pacific art in Belgium.
It includes five papers first presented at a symposium on 'Art and Culture in
Oceania' in Ghent on 23 October 1998. The symposium marked the conclu-
sion of an exhibition of Pacific art from the ethnographic collections of the
University of Ghent. Although the papers are written in the Dutch language,
summaries in English have been added to make them accessible to a wider
audience. The three authors affiliated to the Department of Art Studies at the
University of Ghent (Van Damme, Bruyninx and Van der Zee) all deal with a
topic relating to the arts of New Guinea, while the two remaining contribu-
tions (by Darge and Forment) have Polynesian art as their subject matter.
Moniek Darge, who teaches at the Institute of Higher Education in Ghent and
is a composer herself, gives an overview of Maori musical instruments and
genres. Francina Forment, curator of Polynesian art at the Royal Museums of
Art and History in Brussels, concentrates on the dating of an old wooden
statue from Rapanui (Easter Island).

Wilfried Van Damme, likewise, is occupied with a single object, in this
case a decorated wooden bowl from the Tami Islands in northeastern Papua
New Guinea; but he attempts to recontextualize it. In spite of the presence of
these bowls in a great many muséum collections, the information available
about them is still scanty. The University of Ghent added a Tami bowl to its
ethnographic collection in 1905. The object, purchased as a doublé from the
Berlin Museum für Völkerkunde, seems to have been collected by the
German trader Eduard Hernsheim in the late nineteenth century. Van
Damme makes it clear that the oval vessels served the Tami as items of trade
in the region until about 1920, when the Siassi Islanders took over the pro-
duction of and trade in the very same bowls. From the early 1970s onwards,
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these vessels have also been produced in West New Britain. Van Damme
notes that 'despite the shifts in production centre, hardly any change has
occurred in size, form and decoration (as well as - presumably - function and
use) of the bowls' (p. 13). He makes the point that, as this particular example
shows, the 'one tribe - one style' paradigm in the study of non-Western art
will be difficult to maintain.

Elze Bruyninx is concerned with change in art and material culture, main-
ly as a result of external influences. In 1994 she visited the East Sepik,
Madang and Morobe Provinces of Papua New Guinea. On the basis of her
observations, Bruyninx discusses the various factors leading to change in
architecture, pottery and the carving of wooden objects. She makes a distinc-
tion in the contemporary art of the regions concerned between 'popular art,
tourist art, and an elitist "academically trained" art' (p. 32). Bruyninx fears
that what she calls 'popular art' might either disappear or loose its local char-
acteristics. Interestingly enough, her contribution contains some further
information on the carving of wooden bowls by the Tami. Bruyninx reports
that a limited production of the wooden vessels had continued for local
usage until they were substiruted by introduced, metal ones in the 1960s. In
succeeding years, Tami carvers occasionally made smaller and shallower
bowls of a round shape for the external market. In ornamentation and finish,
however, these Tami objects are comparable to the older, oval type of bowls.

The woodcarver appears as a culture hero in creation stories of the Asmat
and the Mimika (Kamoro) of West Papua. Pauline Van der Zee analyses the
striking parallels in accounts of the deeds of the mythological woodcarver
given by members of these two groups as recorded in the Dutch colonial
period. She also pays attention to the variability of the narrative in relation to
the art of story-telling. Oral accounts were influenced, among other things,
by adaptation to locally specific circumstances, by people's changing aspira-
tions, and by narrators' property rights in variants of the tale. Nevertheless,
the recorded Mimika and Asmat stories show close mutual resemblances 'in
narrative structure, dramatis personae, conduct of the hero, attributes and
theme'. 'In f act the myth tells the same story', concludes Van der Zee (p. 60).
In contrast to the Asmat versions, however, the Mimika ones lack the final
episode in which the woodcarver brings bis wooden sculptures to life with
the help of the sound of a drum which he has made. The Mimika story of the
'monster killer' Mirokoatajao or Paju accounts among the Asmat for the act of
the creation of human beings instead. In this case it includes the creation of
other people, such as the Chinese and the Dutch. Furthermore, the story
deals with the ritual secret and promise of the forthcoming arrival of foreign
goods. When their stories were written down, Van der Zee explains, the
Mimika had already feit the effects of colonization for a few decades, where-
as the Asmat (in the 1950s) had only just begun to experience it.
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Moniek Darge's contribution revolves around the revival of traditional music
among the Maori of Aotearoa New Zealand. She describes the vocal music
(recitatives and songs) as well as the traditional instruments (aerophones and
idiophones). The instruments had f allen into disuse under the influence of
Christianity, but have been re-introduced during the recent revival of tradi-
tional music. The controversies over what 'traditional' music is supposed to
mean are mentioned in passing. 'In commercial Maori music the typical
properties of traditional Maori music have totally disappeared', according to
Darge (p. 90). But she does not want to deny that both types of music may be
seen as 'authentic' cultural expressions of contemporary Maori.

Not the authenticity but the age of a wooden statue from Rapanui pro-
vides the central question in the last contribution to this volume. The Royal
Museums of Art and History in Brussels house a small 'figure with ribs'
statue dating back to at least 1871. Curator Francina Forment expected that it
might be as old as the monumental stone sculpture for which Easter Island is
famous. The object consists exclusively of indigenous materials and leaves no
doubt that stone technology was used to produce it. Convinced of an origin
pre-dating European contact (1722), Forment sent a sample of the wood to a
laboratory in France to get a radiocarbon dating. With this event in 1998,
according to Forment, the MC dating method was used to examine a figurat-
ive wooden statue from Easter Island for the very first time (p. 114). The
results of two measurements indicated with 95% confidence that the wood,
taken from behind an eye inlay, was from the fifteenth century (specifically,
the period 1403-72). Forment considers the possibilities of delayed use and
re-use of the wood, and that this might have been from the oldest part of a
tree trunk; the statue itself is not necessarily so old. A stylistic comparison
with Easter Island stone sculpture, however, suggests that it may be contem-
porary, in which case the wooden statue must have been made before 1680.
Further radiocarbon dating of wooden sculpture of the same type might be
useful to clarify the matter. Forment proceeds with formulating the charac-
teristics of a series of wooden objects which, due to similarities in carving
technique, iconography and morphology, could be deemed to be roughly the
same age as the statue in Brussels.

The essays in this volume are explorative. The discussion of the 'Tami style'
bowls begs the question of why these objects made in different locations hard-
ly changed over time. Their use as valuables for exchange as bridewealth per-
haps had something to do with it. Or the transmission of copyright from one
group of producers to another (which would explain why the Tami stopped
replicating them for external trade). One also wonders what the part played
by the ongoing (?) demand of European traders and collectors was, because
these bowls can be found in museum collections all over the world. We can
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only speculate, and in his thought-provoking piece Van Damme raises a
whole range of other questions for further research. Bruyninx views the
change in art in Papua New Guinea (and in Tambanum on the Sepik River in
particular) in terms of 'acculturation' leading to cultural loss, while Silver-
man (1999), working within a different paradigm (at the very same geo-
graphical location) sees the emergence of new cultural forms. Darge tends to
regard 'commercialisation' as the main threat to 'traditional' Maori music and
speaks of 'modern, acculturated Maori music', yet unlike Bruyninx she does
not want to be judgemental about it. Van der Zee, focusing on the verbal arts,
also tries to grapple with historical change. Emphasizing the creativity of
narrators, she allows for the production of new and meaningful variants of
creation stories. She comes close to the promising processual approach to
change recently proposed by Gosden and Knowles (2001). They argue that
the colonizers and the colonized have to be seen in connection, their interac-
tions and transactions bringing forth socio-cultural change, especially new
forms of difference, albeit forms constantly changing in nature. Change is the
main theme of this volume, and this includes Forment's mystery story about
the Rapanui statue as well as the remarkably unchanging 'Tami style' bowls
put in context. It is to be hoped that the authors will continue their studies
and further develop what most of them say they have only explored here, so
that we may look forward to further contributions to the study of Oceanic art.
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EDWIN WIERINGA

In the 1930s, a young Javanese man started his pursuit of mystical perfection
by embarking upon a life of asceticism and wandering. This person, who
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later came to be known as Embah Wali, would become the spiritual leader of
a millenarian community in the hamlet of 'Lively Rock' (as it is named here),
located 13 kilometres east of Blitar, 3 kilometres off the Blitar-Malang road
and 4 kilometres southwest of the district town of Wlingi. As Blitar was tra-
ditionally connected with the Surakarta kingdom (p. 189, n. 46), local 'wise
men' generally looked upon Surakarta's king Pakubuwana XII as the 'Just
King' (pp. 52, 211); but Embah Wali firmly believed that the Sultan of Yog-
yakarta, Hamengku Buwana IX (1912-1988), would fulfill this messianic role.

This book tells the story of Embah Wali and his followers during a period of
more than a half century, from the 1930s to the 1980s. In the three introduct-
ory chapters (pp. 1-54) the author attempts to set the scène by briefly sketch-
ing Javanese culture and history. This part, which is mainly based upon older
secondary literature, is on the whole rather weak. The fact that he heaps
praise on Geertz's Agricultural involution, claiming that recent works have
reassessed Geertz's argument (pp. 21-2), is a case in point. No serious effort
is made to discuss millenary movements in general or those in Java in par-
ticular. Earlier studies on the Javanese concept of the 'Just King' (Ratu Adil)
by Brandes, Drewes, Carey and Sindhunata, to name but a few, are ignored.
The shallow remarks about wayang cannot but annoy the specialist reader.

The rest of the book, however, presents a fascinating, well-written account
of the Lively Rock community. A distinctive feature of Embah Wali and his
followers was their manipulation of the Javanese language to create a highly
idiosyncratic world of meaning. Their alternative thought- and belief-system,
based on folk-etymological reinterpretations of seemingly prosaic Javanese
words and expressions, helped them to make the past and present not only
understandable, but perhaps more importantly, also bearable. Being a native
speaker himself was clearly an advantage for the author in studying this phe-
nomenon. At some places, however, Raharjo also quotes 'straightforward'
Javanese verses, and here his translations leave much to be desired. For
example: the last Unes of an unidentified 'popular Javanese song', 'bapang yen
dipun simpangi / Ana catur mungkur', are strangely interpreted as 'do not ever
take rebellious attitudes, although later you can express whatever you want'
(p. 21). In actual fact we are dealing here with renderings of two common
proverbs, the first cautioning to stay out of trouble ('ana bapang sumimpang' -
literally, 'when there is a barrier, step aside') and the second warning against
the danger of gossip ('ana catur mungkur' - literally, 'when there are words,
turn your back'). The author's approach to using Javanese poetry in order to
furnish illustrative examples is generally rather sloppy. On page 18, for
instance, he quotes two different verses from an unidentified poem that is
described as a nineteenth-century court literary work; but the source, Tanojo
1924, is not included in the bibliography, and his translations are question-
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able and incomplete. In two other cases, the author unfortunately chose to
adopt poor translations by others: for a well-known stanza of Rangga-
warsita's poem Kalatidha he borrowed Geertz' interpretation (p. 53), and for a
stanza in the Centhini he based himself on Santoso (p. 78).

According to Professor J.J. Fox's very laudatory foreword, this book is based
on Raharjo Suwandi's PhD thesis as submitted at the Australian National
University in 1985, but 'goes well beyond the original thesis' (p. ix). At least
two important and relevant events happened since 1985: the deaths of both
the community's hope for the future (the Sultan of Yogya) and its spiritual
leader (Embah Wali). Considering the Sultan's mythic role, his demise must
have been a shocking event for the Lively Rock community. Contrary to what
one expects, however, Raharjo devotes only one paragraph to the commun-
ity's reaction. This is what he has to say on the subject:

[I]n 1987 [sic] the Sultan of Yogyakarta died of a heart attack. The rank and file
looked at Embah Wali for future direction with the death of the Sultan. And the
direction was rather unexpected. On the day the Sultan died, Embah closed the
door to his house. That was all. The following day the door was open again. There
was no selametan ritual or other commemoration whatsoever held. He never said
anything about 'succession', or whether the following Sultan, namely Hameng-
kubuwana X, had become the new Just King. However, when the new Sultan went
to Mecca for pilgrimage, Embah said that the Just King had gone. He was quoted
as saying that, 'the work of the Just King was what we have witnessed'. He did not
clarify further, but many believed that the Just King would 'sprout up' somewhere
else. (pp. 175-6.)

A footnote adds that some time later when passing Yogyakarta on the way to
Jakarta and back, Embah Wali told his followers not to buy and eat food from
the area (p. 176, n. 11). Why not? Was Yogyakarta perhaps not special any-
more? No explanation is given. In another footnote the author informs us
that '[a]s a matter of fact, some in the rank and file began looking around to
see if there are indications on the sprouting of a new just kingship'
(p. 176, n. 12). But what about the leader himself? The author only tells us
that after the Sultan's death, Embah Wali again embarked on several trips to
all kinds of places, not elucidating the reason behind this sudden urge. It
seems to me that the travels must have been related to the new situation. Was
Embah Wali perhaps looking for new signs? In any case, Embah Wali died
not long afterwards on 20 May 1990. The book ends with the prospects for
the longer term viability of the community, which look rather bleak.

The strength of this book lies in describing the life and work of a contempor-
ary Javanese spiritual leader. Readers remain largely in the dark, however,
about the roles of other leading figures in the Lively Rock community. Here
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I am thinking, for example, about someone like Setiaji, a spokesman for
Embah Wali who rephrased the leader's 'rustic words' (p. 117) for a wider and
more diverse audience, combining them with literary phrases from tradi-
tional literature and mythology, and also, more importantly, relating them to
current affairs (p. 118). The author does not really address the question of
how unique Embah Wali's ideology and worldview were, and how much this
man knew of Javanese literary tradition. We learn only in passing, for
example, that Embah Wali and his two senior disciples owned handwritten
copies of the Serat Dermagandhul (p. 155 n. 2, p. 156). According to Raharjo
these manuscripts were heirlooms, but unforrunately he does not inform us
when and from whom they were inherited, or whether these men were famil-
iar with their contents (or with any other Javanese texts, for that matter).
According to Embah Wali's view of history (see page 101), the pre-Islamic era
was the time of Jawa (Java), meaning 'mature' or 'cultured', in which people
were free from foreign influences; the subsequent Muslim period was the
time of the 'colonialists' (Islam, the Dutch and the Japanese). In my opinion
this seems to reflect the antagonism between Javanistic tradition and Islam
expressed in the Serat Dermagandhul.

A quest for justice is a well-crafted, sympathetic account of the hopes and
struggles of a marginal community in contemporary Java, written by some-
one who directly witnessed the communal life of the group over many years.
It is a pleasure to recommend this book.

Benito J. Legarda, Jr., After the galleons; Foreign trade, economie
change and entrepreneurship in the nineteenth-century Philippines.
Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila University Press, 1999, xiv + 401
pp. ISBN 971.55033.1.4. Price: USD 22.95.

WILLEM G. WOLTERS

Benito Legarda's book is a thoroughly revised and expanded version of the
doctoral dissertation which he submitted to Harvard University in 1955, and
which in its original form had already acquired a great reputation among
economie historians. The author has since then made a brillant career as an
economist, working for many years with the Central Bank of the Philippines
until retiring as deputy governor for research. He served on the board of the
IMF and was consultant to the World Bank. He has published widely on eco-
nomics, finance, banking, history and numismatics, and he has served in
public functions in his profession. For the present study Legarda has not only
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incorporated up-to-date historical literature, but also undertaken new
archival research. The published version, therefore, contains considerably
more detail than the original.

The book mainly deals with economie developments and foreign trade in
the Philippines between the 1820s and about 1870, a period in which the
islands were transformed from a subsistence economy to an agricultural
export economy. At the beginning of the nineteenth century Spanish com-
merce in the Philippines was still largely an entrepot trade between Asia and
Latin America, and Manila was only a point of transshipment in this trade.
The yearly galleon voyages between Manila and Acapulco brought Chinese
and Indian goods to Mexico and American silver to Asia, while Chinese
junks brought goods from the Chinese mainland to Manila. The galleon trade
ended in 1815, and private trade links with Mexico ended in 1820 with the
Mexican war of independence.

The new phenomena in the 1820s were the coming of foreign business
firms to Manila, the growth of agricultural exports, the importation of foreign
(mainly British) textiles, and the decline of the native textile industry. The
Spanish colonial government reluctantly opened Philippine ports to foreign
ships and business firms.

By the 1870s the islands had become an agricultural export economy, and
the bulk of the export earnings came from four products: sugar, Manila hemp
(abaca), tobacco and coffee. Rice had ceased to be an export product, and rice
imports were increasing. Two countries, Great Britain and the United States,
accounted for most of the islands' foreign trade. Spain now played an insig-
nificant role in this external commerce.

Legarda credits the foreign business houses with this economie trans-
formation. There were two American business houses, several British and
Scottish firms, and some French traders, later followed by German firms.
There were also numerous Chinese traders, who mainly functioned as com-
pradores to the foreign business houses, although later in the nineteenth cen-
tury some of them became sizeable business firms in their own right. Legarda
has based his study on a close examination, including archival research, of
the two American business houses: Peele, Hubbell and Company, and Rus-
sell and Sturgis. Besides engaging in import and export activities, these firms
also functioned as local banks attracting local capital, were active in the
insurance business, and extended advance loans to local middlemen and
agricultural producers. Legarda characterizes the business organization of
the Western traders as that of the merchant-banking firm. The merchant
houses undertook these diverse activities because during the period under
discussion, general banking and insurance functions otherwise hardly exist-
ed in the Philippine islands. The operations of these firms, accordingly, fun-
damentally transformed the country's economie life.
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Legarda, then, views private merchant-banking in the nineteenth-century
Philippines as an innovation. Although the individual activities undertaken
by the firms, such as accepting small-scale deposits and providing credit to
customers, were already well established in the region, the combination of so
many functions within a single enterprise was new. The Western merchants
introduced new methods of production, started manufacturing cordage and
captured new markets. In portraying them as innovators, Legarda squarely
places them in a Schumpeterian theoretical framework. Schumpeter's entre-
preneur is not in the first place a capitalist or a risk-taker, but an innovator. The
foreign business houses did not invest much capital of their own, but bor-
rowed it from depositors, and focused on extending their networks and
stimulating economie developments. The Schumpeterian framework pro-
vides a more precise definition of the entrepreneur than is found among
many present-day authors, who simply consider every businessman an
entrepreneur.

The firms made extensive use of bills of exchange as a mechanism of pay-
ment between different Asian ports and between Asia and London. Legarda
gives very precise data, from the archives of the American merchant houses
and other sources, of exchange rates between Manila and London and
between the different ports in Asia for the period 1829-1874 (page 273). For
most of this period bills of exchange on Canton, Hong Kong and Amoy were
at a premium in Manila of from 3 to 10 percent, and only occasionally were
they sold at a discount. In Amoy, bills on Manila were often at a discount of
8 to 10 percent. This means that there was a high demand for money trans-
fers in Manila, probably as payment for imports from the Chinese mainland,
while there was much less demand for bills in the Chinese ports as payment
for Philippine exports. Legarda gives an excellent explanation of the premi-
ums and discounts and the way they varied between the various trading
centres as features of a segmented trading system in Asia.

For all those who are interested in Philippine economie history, this book
is an important asset. We can be grateful that Legarda has directed his experi-
ence and brillance to this endeavour, turning his original doctoral disserta-
tion into a masterpiece.

Jürgen Rüland (ed.), The dynamics of metropolitan management in
Southeast Asia. Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,
1996, 230 pp. ISBN 981.3055.28.6. Price: SGD 34.40.

BRENDA YEOH
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In his incisive forward to the volume tracing the genesis of the idea for this
book, Paul Wheatley echoed Kernial Singh Sandhu's opinion that in study-
ing metropolitan management in Southeast Asia, it is important to 'focus on
what actually happened as opposed to what was supposed to happen' and to
'locate the effective rather than the formal loei of policy formulation and deci-
sion-making while identifying the pressures inducing divergence of the ob-
jectively observed from the legally prescribed' (p. xii). Covering the mega-
cities of Bangkok, Hanoi, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Manila, Singapore and
Yangon, the chapters in this volume eschew pushing a particular theoretical
or ideological agenda and instead embrace a certain eclecticism in order to
come to grips with themes such as: urban governance and the decision-mak-
ing framework (particularly the balance between central control and the
devolution of power, but also the coordination of infrastructure development
and service delivery between the core city and surrounding suburban areas);
the nature of urban leadership (for example, the relative roles of military,
bureaucratie or technocratie elites and the middle classes); and policy issues
surrounding leadership recruitment, the budgetary procéss, infrastructural
development and low-cost housing. An important underlying thread which
runs through the volume is the view that urban governance is deeply embed-
ded in national political systems; it is 'produced by the conjunction of ideo-
logy, political practice, and administration', and reflects 'the exercise of state
capacity through its bureaucracy guided by political imperatives and its
associated political economy' (p. 251).

While all the chapters are competent pieces in terms of describing the urban
management and planning mechanisms in each city (although one should.
add that such information 'dates' easily, given the rapid political and policy
changes in urban Southeast Asia), there is greater unevenness in the treat-
ment of what actually happens on the ground. In general, while it could be
said that urban management in Southeast Asia is top-down with little scope
for citizen participation, and in particular that 'the role of low-income groups
remain precarious in nearly all the cities' (p. 17), this observation deserves
more thorough analysis. Some of the chapters draw on case studies of slum
clearance and urban regeneration to provide a more grounded understand-
ing of the interactions between the urban authorities and the city's residents,
but these are not sufficiently drawn together to furnish a sustained under-
standing of the place of urban social movements in metropolitan dynamics.
Thus, the chapter on Kuala Lumpur claims that despite a top-heavy decision-
making structure, there are still consultative channels for the expression of
popular sentiment; the chapter on Manila concludes that direct participation
by the urban poor in urban and housing policy has proved illusory; while the
chapter on Singapore argues that while the past success of highly interven-
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tionist city management has been predicated on the effective and efficiënt
provision of collective consumption goods, this might start to unravel in the
future as society becomes more income-stratified and urban desires begin to
diverge. More space could have been given to pulling these diverse threads
together to give the reader a better grip on what has been called 'urban man-
agement from below' (p. 201) and its place in charting the futures of
Southeast Asian megacities.

Three Recent Anthropological Studies from Central Sulawesi

Lorraine V. Aragon, Fields of the Lord; Animism, Christian minori-
ties, and state development in Indonesia. Honolulu: University of
Hawai'i Press, 2000, xii + 383 pp. ISBN 0.8248.2303.6 (paper-
back); 0.8248.2171.8 (hardback). Price: USD 21.95 (paperback);
USD 54 (hardback).

Jennifer W. Nourse, Conceiving spirits; Birth rituals and contested
identities among Laujé of Indonesia. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1999, xii + 308 pp. ISBN 1.560.98850.9 (paper-
back), 1.560.98875.4 (hardback). Price: USD 19.95 / GBP 12.95
(paperback), USD 45 / GBP 27.95 (hardback).

Albert Schrauwers, Colonial 'reformation' in the highlands of
Central Sulawesi, Indonesia, 1892-1995. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2000, xiv + 279 pp. ISBN 0.8020.8303.X (paper-
back); 0.8020.4741.6 (hardback). Price: GBP 16.00 (paperback);
GBP 40 (hardback).

DAVID HENLEY

Except for Jane Atkinson's The art and politics of Wana shamanship in 1989, no
book-length anthropological work based on field research in Central
Sulawesi has been published since Kruyt and Adriani's much-quoted multi-
volume missionary ethnographies of the 'Toraja' peoples, the last of which is
now half a century old. A storm of change, initiated partly by the two Dutch
missionaries themselves, has swept away much of the traditional culture of
this region in the course of the twentieth century, severely reducing its
attractiveness in the eyes of many field anthropologists; in the 1980s, one
researcher looking for remnants of the world described by Adriani and Kruyt
actually gave up in frustration and decided to focus on Bugis ünmigrants
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instead. These three new books, then, are very welcome additions to an
otherwise badly dated literature, bringing new anthropological approaches
and debates to bear on the societies of a neglected and (at first sight) intel-
lectually rather unpromising part of Indonesia.

Albert Schrauwers' Colonial 'reformation' in the highlands of Central Sulawesi,
based on a combination of extended fieldwork in 1991-1993 with exhaustive
reading and reinterpretation of the relevant colonial literature, is an impres-
sive study of religious and social change among the Pamona (Bare'e)-speak-
ing peoples of the Poso area since the end of the nineteenth century. Key
themes of this rich book include the influence of state and mission ideologies
on the development of local institutions, ethnic identities, and attitudes to
'tradition'; the persistence and historical transformations of the precolonial
'competitive feasting' complex; the social implications of the transition from
swidden to wet-rice agriculture; and the nature of contemporary Pamona
Christianity, which Schrauwers sees as an institutional phenomenon based
on ritual, practice, and entrenched social authority rather than as a 'rational-
izing' intellectual response, along Weberian lines, to cosmological and ethical
problems thrown up by 'modernity'.

The success of the Protestant mission following the colonial conquest of
this part of Central Sulawesi in 1905, Schrauwers argues, was linked with the
ability of church institutions, more than the state apparatus, to incorporate
and harness pre-existing patterns of social interaction. Within the new amal-
gamated villages created on Dutch orders, the old hamlet units became
'Evangelization Groups', while their 'big man' (kabosenya) leaders took on the
role of church 'elders' (p. 73). More importantly, feasting, a pervasive and
ritually-charged 'template' (p. 180) in precolonial times for all kinds of group
activity from agricultural labour exchange (in which farmers took turns to
provide food for others who came to help them work their fields) to funeral
celebrations, was quietly incorporated, this time without strong conscious
intent on the part of the European missionaries, into a range of Christian
ceremonies and events. Schrauwers draws an apt comparison between the
cycle of thanksgiving and other celebrations hosted in turn by the members
of an Evangelization Group in Central Sulawesi, and the slametan of Muslim
Java, which likewise forms a linkage between a universal religion and a local
feasting tradition (p'. 74).

Since conversion to Christianity, notes Schrauwers, marriage has replaced
the secondary funeral (the delayed interment of a decayed corpse) as the
single most important type of feasting occasion. The politics, protocol and
economics of modern wedding ceremonies are described here in meticulous
and entertaining detail, with particular emphasis on the self-conscious incor-
poration of stylized 'traditional' elements. One more genuine survival from
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the precolonial past, however, is the potlatch-like mechanism whereby un-
balanced generosity enhances the social status of a gift-giver, while an in-
ferior return gift is tantamount to an acknowledgement of dependency
(p. 152). The striking continuity of such politically-charged competitive feast-
ing practices through eras of otherwise fundamental change has also been
highlighted by Mieke Schouten in her recent historical ethnography of Mina-
hasa in North Sulawesi (Leadership and social mobility in a Southeast Asian soci-
ety; Minahasa, 1677-1983, Leiden: KITLV Press, 1998).

On the subject of economie change, Schrauwers presents an interesting
argument concerning the emergence of land ownership as an important
source of wealth following the forced transition from swidden to wet rice cul-
tivation after the colonial conquest. Landed households both Consolidated
their economie advantage, and defused the social tensions which that ad-
vantage created, by fostering the children of their poorer kin and neighbours.
The relatively wealthy have been able to exploit the cheap labour of these
borrowed children to work their sawah, while at the same time representing
their provision of food and residence to the same children as an act of gen-
erosity, consistent with the traditional ideal of posintuwu (friendship, rerip-
rocity, mutual assistance) among relatives. Schrauwers contrasts this 'redis-
tribution of kin' with the redistribution of land (via sharecropping) which
Geertz, in Agricultural involution (1963) saw as a key component of 'shared
poverty' in colonial Java, and describes it as a case of 'ideological articulation'
whereby 'a dominant class has created the social and ideological resources
necessary for the functioning of capitalist agriculture in a land- and capital-
poor area' (pp. 109-10).

Addressing the political history of Protestantism in Central Sulawesi,
Schrauwers highlights the competition for control over educational, health
and other public institutions which has existed since colonial times between
ecclesiastical and state authorities. In order to reinforce its claim to a very
broad social hegemony, both the Netherlands Missionary Society and the
independent church which succeeded it have been concerned to associate
themselves with local adat (tradition) and with the emergent sense of Pamona
ethnic identity, itself partly a deliberate product of church educational pol-
icies and institutions. Schrauwers sees the continuing endeavour to become
an all-encompassing volkskerk as a transplanted legacy of the religious 'pil-
larization' (verzuiling) which prevailed until recent times in the Netherlands,
as refracted through the twentieth-century Dutch colonial policy of legal plu-
ralism, and through the anthropologically informed missionary methods of
Adriani and Kruyt. But while there is no doubt some truth in this analysis,
the emphasis on historical specificity here strikes me as exaggerated. If the
policies shaping the Pamona identity, for instance, were so intimately con-
nected with late-colonial innovations like 'Ethical Theology' and state-spon-
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sored adat law, how can it be that in Minahasa, as Schrauwers himself
acknowledges in passing, 'similar policies had [already] been followed in the
previous century, resulting in a similar polyglot "nationalism" among the
diverse linguistic groups of the interior highlands around Menado' (p. 76)?
Specific influences on church-state relations and ethnic identities in Central
Sulawesi, it seems to me, can only properly be assessed by means of com-
parison with other mission fields elsewhere and at different periods.

Conceiving spirits; Birth rituals and contested identities among Laujé of Indonesia,
by Jennifer Nourse, is a very different sort of book. Whereas Schrauwers
covers a long and broad swathe of social history, Nourse focuses sharply on
the views of a few individuals regarding a particular set of beliefs and ritu-
als found among one group of neigbouring communities in the middle of the
1980s. With a frankness characteristic of the whole book, she begins by de-
scribing in personal terms how this focus emerged. Hiking the mountains of
the neck of the northern peninsula of Sulawesi above Tinombo in search of
'long-haired, isolated, and blowgun-carrying animists' (p. 40), she gradually
realized that although some groups were more isolated than others, the cul-
tural differences between the Laujé pagans of the interior (this part of the
province did not become the target of Christian missionary activity until the
1970s) and the Islamic, ethnically mixed lowlanders of the Gulf of Tomini
coast were much less absolute than the claims of the latter, and her own pre-
conceptions, had led her to believe. Uplanders and lowlanders, linked by
extensive ties of marriage and trade, also shared, in broad terms, many tra-
ditional religious beliefs, but often disagreed over points of detail and inter-
pretation. While all acknowledged the role of seaborne 'foreigners' (Bugis,
Mandar, Kaili and Dutch) in local history and society, different individuals
also held divergent views regarding its nature and benevolence. It was
Nourse's experience of these differences of opinion among her informants
which led her to move away from 'structuralist' anthropology, with its
emphasis on laying bare "the" culture of a given people, in favour of 'the
postmodern approach, which addresses individuality, dissonance, and dis-
agreement' (p. viii).

Two chapters of the book are devoted to expositions by two key inform-
ants on the subject of the umputé, 'birth spirits' believed to protect, or altern-
atively torment, every individual throughout his or her life. Siamae Sanji, a
highland ritual expert and male midwife, associated 'white' umputé with
autocthony, nurturance and masculinity, 'black' umputé with malevolence,
women, and outsiders; like foreigners, on the other hand, in his view the
black umputé, if appropriately propitiated, could also be sources of material
wealth. Sumpitan, a lowland Laujé aristocrat descended from a line of female
indigenous leaders called olongian whose authority he claimed had been
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usurped by Dutch-sponsored male raja or 'kings' of Bugis and Mandar
descent, distinguished four types of umputé: white, yellow, red and black.
The benevolent white and yellow spirits, in his analysis, were associated
with autocthony and endogamy, the red and black with 'coercive sex, foreign
men raping native women' (p. 107).

The ways in which the selection from a shared cultural repertoire is influ-
enced by individual identities and interests are equally clear, though con-
siderably more complex, in the chapters dealing with the momasoro. A major
community-wide rite involving the 'global umputé' (p. 171) of the land and
sea, this links upland and lowland people in a series of ceremonies beginning
at the 'navel of the world' near the mountains, and ending on the beach at the
estuary of the Tinombo river. Xenophobic Sumpitan, the main organizer of
the rite when it was reinstated in 1985 after a period of official disfavour, saw
its purpose in the straightforward terms of casting out 'the illness, physical
and analogie, brought by foreigners' (p. 130). Coastal elite families with much
immigrant blood, by contrast, 'advocated worshipping foreign umputé more
than Laujé umputé', while others still feit that the momasoro should 'honour
all spirits - sea, land, and river - equally' (pp. 174-5). When Sumpitan sud-
denly died not long after leading the rite, thereby apparently vindicating his
critics, a rather confused 'corrective' momasoro was staged during which ideo-
logical tensions between uplanders and lowlanders, Muslims and pagans,
aristocrats and commoners, and male and female ritual experts all came to
the fore (pp. 176-210).

Published a full decade after the doctoral thesis on which it is based,
Nourse's book is carefully and thoughtfully written, and shows how the
postmodern sensitivity to conflicting 'voices' can inform innovative anthro-
pological research without giving rise to the comfortable illusion that all such
voices are equally influential. Sumpitan, Nourse notes, was initially able to
generate support for his interpretation of the momasoro thanks to his existing
'reputation as a leader and a hero' (p. 134) and his ability to express his ideas
in terms of 'neatly opposed binary structures' which 'resonated with other
people's knowledge' (p. 217). I am not convinced, on the other hand, that
Conceiving spirits succeeds in its goal of creating 'a multifaceted view of the
Laujé, layering various representations on top of one another until a more
complete [...] picture results' (p. 213). For this the empirical focus of the study
is just too narrow; even if the 'picture' envisioned here were to encompass
only those aspects of belief and behaviour directly connected with birth
spirits, for instance, some systematic analysis of Laujé kinship and descent
principles would surely be necessary in order to put the rather surprising
views of Siamae Sanji regarding the masculine qualities of the 'good', nur-
turing white umputé, and the association between females and foreigners,
into perspective.
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Another weakness, in my view, is that in stark contrast to Schrauwers,
Nourse displays little knowledge of the older regional literature. Not much,
admittedly, was written in colonial times regarding the Tinombo area itself.
In 1941, however, the pioneer structural anthropologist F.A.E. van Wouden,
to whose Sociale structuurtypen in de Groote Oost (1935) Nourse more than
once refers, did publish a long article on the relationship between myths and
social structure in nearby Buol ('Mythen en maatschappij in Boeol', Tijdschrift
voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 81:333-410) which addresses some of
the same issues of precedence, autocthony and immigration highlighted in
Conceiving spirits. This at least she should certainly have discussed, but it
does not even appear in her bibliography.

In a different respect, it was Nourse's book which struck me as superior to
Schrauwers'. Like a surprising amount of recent anthropology in what is sup-
posed to be an age of uncertainty, Colonial 'reformation' is written in an un-
compromising, even declamatory style. If Schrauwers ever had any doubts
about the accuracy of his own interpretations, none has reached the pub-
lished version of the text, and even terms like 'probably' or 'apparently'
would not come up very'Often in a word search. Nor, to be frank, is the im-
pression of immodesty removed by the fact that every chapter begins with a
passage from the Bible, often in tandem with a quotation from a more up-to-
date Sacred Book such as Edward Said's Orientalism. Yet many of Schrauwers'
views are questionable to say the least, and this is particularly apparent when
it comes to political issues concerning the behaviour of governments, both
colonial and national. Was it really because they were 'thought to foster
ethnic secessions' (p. 92), for instance, that belief systems other than the
major world religions were officially discriminated against under the New
Order? And how many serious observers, anno 2000, would share Schrau-
wers' black-and-white assessment of New Order agrarian policies as 'impov-
erishing development initiatives [...] predicated upon capital accumulation
for some and progressive poverty for others' (p. 28)? It was partly under the
battering of such ideological assertions from Schrauwers that I found myself
warming, rather against my own instincts, to Nourse's healthy postmodern
empiricism, scepticism and self-doubt.

A certain antipathy to the developmentalist state also informs the third recent
Central Sulawesi ethnography, Lorraine V. Aragon's Fields of the Lord;
Animism, Christian minorities, and state development in Indonesia. A revised ver-
sion of an unpublished 1992 doctoral dissertation, this is based mainly on
research carried out among the Tobaku uplanders of western Central Sula-
wesi in the 1980s, although it also includes historical and comparative mate-
rial. Aragon characterizes her study as 'an anthropological contribution to
theories of religious change in "modernizing" states, colonial and postcolo-
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nial history, Indonesian or Southeast Asian ethnography, and comparative
religion' (p. 9). lts main historical argument is that the missionary activities
of the Salvation Army, the dominant Christian organization in this part of
Sulawesi since colonial times, have aided and facilitated 'intruding develop-
ment projects linked to global market forces' (p. 306); even today, she con-
cludes, the Salvation Army church 'is the government of the interior high-
lands, or at least the most familiar branch of it' (p. 305).

Aragon's account of the long collaboration, both deliberate and unwitting,
between church and state in western Central Sulawesi is detailed and for the
most part convincing. In her periodic attempts to blame this partnership in
turn for the penetration of the area by what she sees as the pernicious forces
of the market economy, however, she rather overlooks the fact that many
uplanders had already begun to participate enthusiastically in export com-
merce long before either colonization or Christianization. While it is true, for
instance, that for a short period immediately following the Dutch takeover
the state in Central Sulawesi encouraged upland men to collect the forest
products rattan and damar (conifer resin) in order to pay their head taxes (pp.
101,109), it is also important to note that by then they had already been sup-
plying these commodities (via coastal traders) to international markets, and
on an impressive scale, for several decades (Schrauwers, 1997, 'Houses, hier-
archy, headhunting and exchange; Rethinking political relations in the South-
east Asian realm of Luwu', BKI 153:356-80, pp. 372-5). During colonial times,
in fact, the proclaimed long-term goal of both government officials and mis-
sionaries was often to refocus the village economy, quite against the will of
many villagers, on subsistence food production rather than commodity
exports.

Another questionable corollary of Aragon's largely negative judgement
on the modern political situation is a tendency to portray the stateless past as
much as possible in a favourable light. If social stratification, for instance,
was already marked among the precolonial Tobaku, there were nevertheless
'few property or consumption differences among persons of different ranks';
slaves, in any case, were but 'a small group', and the traditional aristocracy is
'perhaps better described as community founders and their descendants' (p.
73). Aragon's account of the (apparently bloodless) colonization of the Toba-
ku at the beginning of the twentieth century is too vague to feed any sneak-
ing suspicion that those colonized hated each other more than they hated
their colonizers, and while expressing surprise that 'three to eight' Japanese
soldiers were subsequently able to control and exploit the entire Tobaku
population (and more besides) during the Second World War, she attributes
this to the 'prior acquiescence' of that population to the Dutch rather than to
any lack of solidarity among the Tobaku themselves (p. 145). Headhunting
and human sacrifice, accordingly, were 'only an occasional element of war-
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fare tied into a much broader local cosmology' (p. 127), and their 'former real-
ity [...] is not an accurate measure of violence among contemporary Tobaku
or other highland peoples who [...] are far less violent [...] than most in the
United States and other large states' (p. 327); one wondérs how this squares
with the savage acts of violence recently committed just over the mountains
in the Poso valley. The effect of Aragon's many small qualifications to uncom-
fortable facts, of course, is to counter any politically incorrect impression that
the precolonial Tobaku lived in a society plagued by insecurity, obsessed by
hierarchy, and riven by enmity; and the sceptical reader cannot help suspect-
ing that this sanitizing endeavour is inspired more by good intentions than
by sober judgement.

To judge Aragon's book on its political insights, on the other hand, would
be unfair, for its main focus is on religion and ethics, and here most of what
she has to say strikes me as both interesting and realistic. Like Schrauwers,
she highlights the tenacity of the precolonial feasting tradition; in Fieldsofthe
Lord, however, the emphasis is on the ritual rather than the social aspects of
that tradition. All such feasting continues to involve the sacrifice of (large or
small) livestock, and sacrifice continues to be seen as a means of influencing
or manipulating future events, albeit nowadays by soliciting the favour of the
Christian God rather than by propitiating ancestral spirits. For the Tobaku,
Aragon notes, the primary value of any religious ritual lies in its efficacy:
'Central Sulawesi people expect positive results from their religious practices
and will escalate ritual activities until results are achieved' (p. 184). Rather
than simply contrasting this attitude with a stereotypically 'Western' inter-
pretation of Christian ritual activity as a 'symbolic' enterprise, Aragon points
out that Western missionaries in Central Sulawesi have themselves also
believed, and continue to believe, in the practical benefits of piety. By associ-
ating worldly success with divine favour, Christian evangelists imply, despite
themselves, that worldly misfortune comes only to those who have failed to
earn such favour, thereby effectively reinforcing the 'might is right' interpre-
tation of divine justice inherent in indigenous ethics. A further continuity
between pagan and Christian ritual practice among the Tobaku lies in their
belief in what Aragon calls the 'powers of the word' - that is, the religious
efficacy of speech. Closely connected with this belief is the persistent practice
of 'bargaining with God' by making spoken promises to offer specific sacri-
fices or perform other specific acts of piety if specific prayers are fulfilled.

Another merit of Fields of the Lord is the wide range of topics which it
addresses in relation to Tobaku life and history. Unlike either Colonial 'refor-
mation' or Conceiving spirits, for instance, it includes quite detailed descrip-
tions of agricultural practices, still the core of the economy in Tobaku as
among the Pamona and Laujé. On the social side, Aragon is commendably
sensitive to the dramatic changes in the experience of women which took
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place during the twentieth century as traditional patterns of uxorilocal res-
idence, matrilineal inheritance and female-dominated farming were eroded.
She makes good use of the few available written historical sources on the
Tobaku (mainly obscure Salvation Army publications) and provides rare
information on the recent activities of other foreign evangelical organizations
such as the American New Tribes Mission. Of the three books discussed here,
Fields of the Lord is the probably the most broadly useful as a reference work
on the communities which it describes. Aragon's style, if sometimes rather
peculiar in grammatical terms, is also clear and unpretentious, and given the
nature of her central thesis it is much to her crédit that when discussing the
Indonesian 'state philosophy' of Pancasila (pp. 311-5), she does not lapse into
the sneering and self-important rhetoric which other anthropologists often
reserve for this strikingly humane set of principles.

All three of these veiry different books, in summary, are clearly important and
valuable contributions to the anthropological study of a neglected region of
Indonesia. Aragon has given us a lucid, solid and wide-ranging account of
social and religious change among a hitherto almost completely unstudied
people. Nourse, through skillful application of a theoretical approach which
in other hands has often remained abstract and sterile, succeeds in lifting the
study of traditional classification systems in Central Sulawesi, begun by Van
Wouden in the 1930s and R.E. Downs (The religion of the Bare'e-speaking
Toradja of Central Celebes, 1956) in the 1950s, to a new level of sophistication.
Schrauwers, for his part, combines a much-needed critical reinterpretation of
the old missionary ethnographies with a Standard of ethnographic obser-
vation which qualifies him as a worthy successor - though he may not appre-
ciate the comparison - to Kruyt and Adriani themselves.
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